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PLAY
AND
LEARN
FRENCH
(BE)

Over 50 fun songs, games and 
everyday activities to get started in
French! Packaged inside each book 
is a 60-minute audio CD that
includes all the songs, games, and
expressions in the course.
Hardcover, 10-1/2"x8", 60 pages.
59243 .........Book/Audio CD, $19.95

LEO ET THEO
This three-level course for 8-11 year olds is simple and intuitive,
offering children a creative and playful learning experience through a
wide variety of activities, songs, games and projects. Colorful pages
full of illustrations and pictures make their first contact with French
easy and fun, as they gradually develop their reading, listening,
speaking and writing skills. (includes downloadable student's digital
book.) Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 72 pages.
DIS3485 .......Level 1 Student Book & Downloadable Book, $18.95
DIS3515 ..................................Level 1 Workbook/Audio CD, $11.95
DIS3546 ....................Level 1 Teacher’s Book/2 Audio CD’s, $32.95
DIS4901 ................................................ Level 1 Digital Book, $74.95

DIS4932................................................................................................Level 1 Flashcards, $24.95

DIS3492 ..................................................Level 2 Student Book & Downloadable Book, $18.95
DIS3522..............................................................................Level 2 Workbook/Audio CD, $11.95
DIS3553.................................................................Level 2 Teacher’s Book/2 Audio CD’s, $32.95
DIS4918............................................................................................ Level 2 Digital Book, $74.95
DIS4949................................................................................................Level 2 Flashcards, $24.95

DIS3508....................................................Level 3 Student Book & Downloadable Book, $18.95
DIS3539..............................................................................Level 3 Workbook/Audio CD, $11.95
DIS3560.................................................................Level 3 Teacher’s Book/2 Audio CD’s, $32.95
DIS4925.............................................................................................Level 3 Digital Book, $74.95

MUZZY IN GONDLOAND-FRENCH LEVEL 1
Children begin their journey to bilingualism by watching 
a video story about Muzzy, a loveable extraterrestrial
who flies around the universe and makes new friends in
the Kingdom of Gondoland. Astonishing 3-D animation
captivates children as they watch the hijinks of Muzzy's
new friends in Muzzy in Gondoland and Muzzy Comes
Back. And while they're watching children are introduced
to 1200+ French words and concepts, creating a func-
tional vocabulary that leads to bilingualism. 145 min.
QUI4717 ............................................3-DVD Set, $34.95

FRENCH 
CONTENTS
Primary (FLES) 
Level Materials.....................................1-2

Teaching and 
Testing Materials .................................2-7

Multi Media Background 
Materials ...............................................7-8

Various Teaching Tools-
Music, Games, Puzzles, Realia, 
Posters & Maps...................................7-17

Miscellanea.......................................18-22

Dictionaries, Texts, Workbooks, 
Manuals, Guides, Readers................22-30

Feature Films ...................................30-38

Children's Films....................................38

FRENCH
FOR 
CHILDREN
(BE)
Provides in 
CD format 
the stimulat-
ing sounds 
of French 
to entice 
pre-schoolers
through 

primary graders into learning a second
language. Contains an 80 page full-
color activity book with two 60 minute
CDs, as well as a Parent/Instructor 
CD packed with helpful tips.
Paperback, 7"x10", 80 pages; three 
60-minute CD's.
44973 ...................3 CD’s/Book, $41.95

LE GRANDE JEU DES 
NOMBRES (BE)
The great game of numbers is a
fun and useful game, based on
observing and matching the cards
and boards with the numbers. It
enables students to memorize and
practice cardinal and ordinal num-
bers in an enjoyable and engaging
way. The box contains 133 cards
with ordinal numbers 1-100; 
20 cards with numbers between 
0 to 100,000; 12 cards with 
ordinal numbers from 1st to
12th; 36 boards to play different
versions of bingo and an instruc-
tional booklet.
DIS8039 .................Game, $24.95
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LES DOMINOS DES
HEURES (BE)
Learn to tell the time in French
with a great new version of the
much loved classic — domi-
noes. Match pictures and
expressions using beautifully
illustrated cards. Includes a
Teacher’s Guide with fun and

motivating games and activities. Each pack contains 48 cards and 
a Teacher’s Guide.
DIS8138 ........................................................................Game, $24.95

BIS-FRENCH (BE)
Bis is a simple, useful
and fun card game based
on matching pictures and
words. A range of vocab-
ulary items are introduced
via lexical sets: food, 
animals, clothing, means
of transport, household

items and daily actions. The game contains 132 cards divided
into pictures (red cards) and words (blue cards).
DIS0722 ...............................................................Game, $24.95

C’EST MON MÉTIER (BE)
C’est mon métier! is a board
game based on matching 
pictures and sentences. The
game contains 132 cards, a
playing board and dice. Each
card has the name or the 
picture of a job, whilst the
playing board has a pathway

with the corresponding activities.
DIS5953 ....................................................................Game, $24.95

BINGO-IMAGES (BE)
Bingo Images is based on the
fun, well-known game of
observation and matching.
Picture Bingo contains a pack
of 100 cards with pictures on
one side and the corresponding
words on the reverse side, plus
36 bingo boards with six pic-

tures on one side and the six corresponding names on the reverse.
DIS5809.......................................................................Game, $24.95

Teaching and Testing Materials

THE COMPLETE FRENCH
TEACHER'S HANDBOOK
This indispensible guide to teaching
first-year French deserves a perma-
nent place on the desk of every
French teacher. The "big green book"
contains all 60 topics taught during
first-year French. Each topic con-
tains an explanation page followed
by several teacher-created activities
to provide opportunities for practical
application and reinforcement of
each concept. Hardcover, 8-1/2"x11", 
242 pages.
TDB4031.....................Book, $78.99

FRENCH 
IS FUN, 
BOOK 1 (B-A)
Provides 
students with a
basal text that
will help them
attain accept-
able levels of
proficiency in
basic commu-
nicative skills.

The book provides enough materials for 
a one-year course and develop basic com-
municative skills through simple materi-
als. Uses visual cues for learning and
practice. Softbound, 7-3/4"x10-3/4", 
570 pages. 
ASPR690P............................Book, $34.95
ASPR690W.............. Cahier D'Exercices,

$14.95
ASPR690T.................Teacher’s Package, 

$119.95

FRENCH 
FOUR YEARS:
ADVANCED
FRENCH WITH 
AP COMPONENT
(A)
Designed to give 
a comprehensive
review of French
grammar and 
thorough preparation
for the AP exam,

while helping students achieve advanced-level
proficiency in reading, writing, listening com-
prehension, and oral fluency. The purpose is to
trigger interest in students by providing multi-
ple readings on subjects of interest, and abun-
dant, varied exercises. The connection between
language, literature, culture, and civilization is
evident. Paperback, 8"x11", 381 pages.
Teacher's Support Package includes Audio
Program, and Answer Key.
ASPR121W...................................Book, $29.95
ASPR121TSP......................Teacher's Support

Package, $119.95
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DISCOVER-
ING THE
REGIONS 
OF FRANCE
This book
includes infor-
mation on
each regionof
France as well
as photos from
that region.
Also included

is our "For Further Research" section
where students can choose any or all of
the research questions to further their
knowledge of a specific region, learn
new vocabulary related to it and label a
map of the region's important rivers and
cities. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 72 pages.
CAR2536 ...........................Book, $17.95
CAR2536CD..........Book on CD, $14.95
CAR2536DL..............Download (PDF), 

$13.95

675+ TIERED ACTIVITIES 
FOR FRENCH CLASS
675+ Tiered Activities adjusts
the degree of difficulty of a
particular task to match vari-
ous students' level of readiness.
With over 675 Tiered
Activities covering 75 topics
with three levels (Basic,
Proficient and Advanced), this
book will address all of the
skill levels within your World

Language class. All levels. 10" x 11-1/2". 3-Ring Binder,
170 pages.
TDB4222...........................................................Book, $54.99

FRENCH 
Q-CARDS,
Level 1 &
Review into
Level 2
A colorful
and enter-
taining set
of  240
4”x3” ques-
tions cards
for daily 

5-minute speaking warm-ups...and
much more. With the substitutions,
there are over 900 possible ques-
tions...already written for you to use.
Partners take 5 cards at random froma
container (treasure box, fishbowl, dec-
orated box, etc) as they arrive. They
ask each other the questions. That’s it!
Watch their French proficiency and 
fluency improve.  
MFP3000 ........................Book, $21.95

FRENCH
CHAT 
BOOSTERS
(B/I)
Ready-to-copy 
1-to-4-page
handouts on 60
themes filled
with conversa-
tional French.
Includes 150
adjectives, 300

general expressions in categories, 100 pas-
times, 172 professions, 140 FAIRE expres-
sions, C’est + 80 adjectives, Quel exclama-
tions, 224 JE present tense forms, 2 pages on
ALLER, whole pages on Où?, Quand?, and
Qui?, future & conditional questions, Born 
to Shop, 100 groceries, slang and verlan,
romantic expressions, the theft of the boeuf
bourguinon (2 past tenses) a 40-question
interview, serious and silly excuses, lequel
and celui-ci.
MFP1838 ..................................Book, $24.95
MFP1838DL ........Download (PDF), $18.00

FRENCH PHONICS FUN:
VOWEL SOUNDS FOR
BEGINNER READERS
Kit includes: 46 sturdy, 
colorful, 6” x 6” illustrated
cards with sound spelling,
example word and image on
one side, additional high fre-
quency words on the reverse.

Memory Matching Game cards — two sets, 23 pairs in each set.
Students match sounds and illustrations to words. A comprehen-
sive 50+ page Teacher’s Guide and reproducible activity book and
an accompanying CD.
POS213 ..........................................................................Kit, $49.95

FRENCH PHONICS FUN: 
CONSONANT SOUNDS
FOR BEGINNER 
READERS
Kit includes: 28 sturdy, color-
ful, 6” x 6” illustrated cards
with sound spelling, example
word and image on one side,
additional high frequency

words on the reverse. Memory Matching Game cards — 28 pairs.
Students match sounds and illustrations to words. A Comprehensive
50+ page Teacher’s Guide and reproducible activity book and an
accompany-ing CD.
POS214 .............................................................................Kit, $39.95

FRENCH LANGUAGE 
FLASHCARDS (B)
These flashcards contain illustrations
of objects and scenes that portray the
most commonly taught subjects dur-
ing the first year of any foreign lan-
guage instruction. The back of each
card identifies the object in English,
Spanish, French, German, Italian,
Russian, and Japanese. Includes the

following topics: classroom objects, school subjects, numbers, house, 
family, occupations, foods & table setting, parts of the body, clothing, time,
colors, weather &seasons, days & months, sports & recreation, means of
transportation, animals, shops, and places in town. Includes Digital Version
on DVD with Reference Guide. (Limited Quantities.)
EMC64781 .....................................Box of 400 Laminated Cards, $299.95



EASY FRENCH ACTIVITIES (B)
A fun and beautifully illustrated activity
book filled with activities such as cross-
word puzzles, word searches and entertain-
ing exercises specifically designed to make
learning enjoyable. Book reviews basic
conversational skills, salutations, the alpha-
bet, numbers, days and months, colors,
physical descriptions, food, sports, coun-
tries, the city, activities, major holidays,
professions, the house, weather, time, 
parts of the body, clothing, the family and

includes vocabulary lists for each subject. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 
98 pages.
LFK2 ................................................................................Book, $25.95
LFK2DL ......................................................Download (PDF), $20.95
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FRENCH FLASHCARD SETS
Each set contains 36 flashcards-6”x6”.
Pictures on one side, text on reverse.
Topics include: basic food items, farm
and wild animals, clothing and acces-
sories, basic body parts, objects found
in the classroom, common action verbs,
clock image on one side, text on 
the reverse.
POS215 ...............................Kit, $79.95

BIG PHOTO
FLASHCARDS
New images, big-
ger-than-ever cards,
updated word lists –
everything you
asked for! Flash-
cards and bingo

games with 32 topic-related vocabulary words. The flash-
cards are a full 8"x11" with vocab in English, Spanish,
French and German, plus a blank space to add your own
language on the back. We've even included a reproducible
study sheet for the students.
TDE1411    Animals ..............................................$22.99
TDE1401    Body Parts ..........................................$22.99
TDE1405    Classroom Nouns ..............................$22.99
TDE1408    Clothing .............................................$22.99
TDE1520    Family ................................................$22.99
TDE1407    Food ................................................... $22.99
TDE1409    Fruit.....................................................$22.99
TDE1412    Household...........................................$22.99
TDE1402    Professions..........................................$22.99
TDE1522    Season & Weather.............................$22.99
TDE1521    Time.....................................................$22.99
TDE1404    Transportation ...................................$22.99
TDE6000    Set of All 12......................................$249.00

LANG-O-LEARN FLASHCARDS
Each card set features bright, colorful,
and current photographic images for
teaching basic language skills. Cards
are labeled on the reverse. Durable
cardstock with glossy, protective 
varnish. 
Each card measures 4-3/4"x3-1/4".

SLM2    Animal...............................................30 Card Set, $12.99
SLM7    Body Parts ..........................................20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM4    Clothing...............................................20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM5    Everyday Objects .............................50 Card Set, $19.99
SLM1    Food...................................................50 Card Set, $19.99
SLM13  Fruits & Vegetables............................20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM6    Insects & Bugs ...................................20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM12  Occupations ........................................20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM10  On the Farm .......................................20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM8    Pets ..................................................... 20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM9    Sea Life ...............................................20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM11  Shapes & Colors ................................20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM3    Vehicle ................................................20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM999  ..........................................................All 13 Sets, $149.99

PRACTICE MAKES 
PERFECT: BASIC FRENCH
(B)
In each bite-sized lesson, the
author explains one-and only one-
grammar concept and illustrates it
with clear examples. And this new
edition is accompanied by flash-
cards and audio recordings, avail-
able online and via app, that will
provide a new dimension and 
flexibility to your study. Whether

you are learning on your own or taking a beginning class, 
this book will build your confidence in French. Softcover, 
8-1/2"x11", 250 pages.
36398 ...................................................................Book, $15.95



DESSINER POUR PARLER!
Se rappeler la fête, la famille
d’accueil, et… l’extraterrestre?!
The activities in this book allow
students to read and speak 
correct French while using their 
creativity to illustrate and per-
sonalize topical vocabulary. 
Each activity includes 10
prompts for students to interpret
and draw, plus a show-and-tell
component to get them talking

about their drawings. Spiralbound, 8-1/2”x11, 78 pages.
TDB6315 .......................................................Book, $34.99
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NOUVEAUX EXERCICES 
POUR LA CLASSE DE FRANÇAIS
A continuation of the first book, Easy French
Activities, which also reviews French vocab-
ulary and the present tense with fun activi-
ties. Covers subjects such as: alphabet, fami-
ly, numbers, professions, days, months, time,
body parts, adjectives, emotions, food, weath-
er, clothing, colors, neighborhood, home,
prepositions, sports, transportation, present
tense of regular, irregular and reflexive verbs
and imperative. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 114 pages.

LFK17 ..................................................................................Book, $25.95
LFK17DL.........................................................Download (PDF), $20.95

SAT SUBJECT TEST: FRENCH 
The new SAT Subject Test: French adds
a listening comprehension test to the old
College Board Achievement Test format.
Helps students with an all-new Free
Online Audio included with the book.
The book contains ten up-to-date full-
length practice tests with answers, gram-
mar and vocabulary review, and many
reading comprehension passages, with
questions and answers to sharpen student
skills. Correct answers are explained.

Softbound, 8-1/2"x11", 436 pages. Free Online Audio.
BAR77673.....................................................................Book, $24.95

BARRON'S AP FRENCH 
LANGUAGE AND CULTURE 
Comprehensive test preparation includes:
two practice exams, with answers and
explanations; Free Online Audio to
improve listening comprehension skills;
a detailed review of French grammar; a
list of French verbs which you need to
know; a section on contemporary French
culture; and review questions with
answers of the same kind and degree of
difficulty as those on the AP exam.

Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 330 pages.
BAR11752..................................Book/Free Online Audio, $26.95

EXPLORONS
LA CULTURE
CANADIENNE-
FRANÇAISE
(B) 
Reproducible
package on the
topic of various
provincial culture
and festivals,
includes a color-
ful Powerpoint

presentation on CD (with audio) engaging
student activities and a reproducible reader
for classroom or home review. Spiralbound,
8-1/2"x11", 50 pages.
POS223.............................Book/CD, $24.95

EXPLORONS
LA CULTURE
FRANÇAISE
DES
AMÉRIQUES
(B) 
Reproducible
package on the
topic of culture 
in the Americas,
includes a color-
ful Powerpoint

presentation on CD (with audio) engaging
student activities and a reproducible reader
for classroom or home. Spiralbound, 
8-1/2"x11", 50 pages.
POS222...........................Book/CD, $24.95

PLAN DE
PARIS 101 
The Basic
Layout in
Photos
Plan 
de Paris
101 teaches
the basic
layout of
Paris in a
very organ-

ized, sequential, and memorable way.
With daily re-caps and map practice
along with slides for visual and affec-
tive learning reinforcement, it makes
learning the Paris layout very simple
and enjoyable. Spiralbound, 
8-1/2"x11", 94 pages.
MFP0724 ................Book/CD, $39.95
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DISCOVERING
FRANCO-
PHONE 
COUNTRIES – 
Belgium,
Canada,
Monaco,
Switzerland,
Chad,
Madagascar, 
Mali, Benin
Students will

explore these countries through readings that
are written in both English and French.
Questions for further research as well as fol-
low-up quizzes are provided for each coun-
try. We've also included a PowerPoint
slideshow for each country! Softcover, 
8-1/2"x11", 50 pages.
CAR2577 .........................Book/CD, $18.95

65+ FLIPPED
CULTURE 
LESSONS
FOR THE
FRENCH
CLASSROOM   
Our 65+ Flipped
Lessons for
French Culture
book helps
teachers intro-
duce students to

French culture using lessons as out-of-class
assignments or as in-class computer activi-
ties. "Flipping" is when the teacher no
longer lectures but uses class time to work
with the students. Teachers use their time to
interact with students and do more guided
learning. This book contains worksheets for
the students to complete and bring to class
for discussions. Book contains a printable
CD. Softcover, 9"x11", 82 pages.
TDB4389................................Book, $36.99

FLIPPING 
THE FRENCH
CLASSROOM   
This book
includes 630
exercises/activi-
ties for your
first year French
students. Flip
the classroom as
often as you

want. You decide!  Students learn new
vocabulary, grammar and culture at home
using third-party videos on YouTube. Each
student explores via the internet using key
words to search vocab, grammar or culture
topics.  After exploring and viewing four
video clips at home, each student does an
assignment related to the topic being
learned. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 66 pages.
CAR2585................................Book, $25.95
CAR2585CD.............Book on CD, $22.95
CAR2585DL......Download (PDF), $19.95

EXTRAORDINARY FRENCH 
PEOPLE (B)   
40 worksheets that focus on extraordi-
nary French people. Perfect for your high
school French class, this book contains
worksheet on 10 famous individuals.
Includes: Coco Chanel, Jacques
Cousteau, Gustav Eiffel, Victor Hugo,
Joan of Arc, Louis XIV, Claude Monet,
Auguste Rodin, Napoleon Bonaparte, 
and Edith Piaf. All in English. Softcover,

8-1/2"x11", 45 pages.
CAR2508…....................................................................Book, $16.95
CAR2508CD.....................................................Book on CD, $14.95
CAR2508DL..............................................Download (PDF), $12.95

BON APPETIT (B)   
Perfect for your High School French
Class!  The 29 worksheets in this book
feature 60 French food and cooking
terms commonly used in English.
Matching, multiple choice, and true/
false. These activities are meant to be
worked through and checked quickly 
as not to interfere with your regular cur-
riculum. All worksheets are in English
and an answer key is included.

Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 35 pages.
CAR2518…....................................................................Book, $13.95
CAR2518CD.....................................................Book on CD, $12.95
CAR2518DL................................................Download (PDF), $9.95

CHARMING FRENCH TOWNS (B)   
Paris is always a good idea, but this book
will teach your students about some of the
other charming small towns in France, that
also have so much French culture, history
and beauty.  Your students will learn about:
Annecy, Arles, Cannes, Carcasonne,
Cahrtres, Concarneau, Honfleur, Lyon,
Mont-St-Michel and more.  Geared for
Middle & High school students.  Mostly
in English with some French. Softcover, 

8-1/2"x11", 46 pages.
CAR2535…......................................................................Book, $13.95
CAR2535CD.......................................................Book on CD, $12.95
CAR2535DL................................................Download (PDF), $11.95

LOVING FRENCH CULTURE (B)
Get a taste of France with these 
concise cultural worksheets. Perfect
for bell ringer activities, as a time
filler, for a substitute to use, or any
other reason you see fit! Each repro-
ducible lesson is in English and
includes questions/activities at the end
of the informative section. Softcover,
8-1/2"x11", 34 pages.
CAR2724 ......................Book, $17.95
CAR2724CD................ Book on CD, 

$15.95
CAR2724DL.........................................Download (PDF), $13.95
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ARTFUL INSTRUCTION
Provides French teachers with a resource 
for using the lives and works of the greatest
French artists as a context for language acqui-
sition. Written in French, the manual contains
background information on 8 artists with
exercises for developing all four skills and 
a "guide pedagogique" with lessons to help
students understand, interpret and discuss
works of art. Also includes ideas of presenta-
tions, debates, and projects with rubrics for
assessing each assignment. Degas, Gaugin,
Manet, Monet, Renoir, Toulouse-Lautrec,

Utrillo, Seurat. Softbound, 8-1/2"x11", 100 pages.
TL181 ....................................................................................Book, $24.95
TL181CD .................................................................B ook on CD, $19.95
TL181DL ..........................................................Download (PDF), $17.95

ARTFUL 
INSTRUCTION – 
VOLUME 2
Uses the lives and works of
the greatest French artists as
a context for language acqui-
sition: Caillebotte, Cézanne,
Matisse, Modigliani, Picasso,
Pissarro, Rodin, Sisley, Van
Gogh. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11",
112 pages.
TL189 .............Book, $24.95

TL189CD ...................................... Book on CD, $19.95
TL189DL ...............................Download (PDF), $17.95

Various Teaching Tools-
Music Games, Puzzles, Realia, Posters and Maps

FRENCH PHOTO BINGO
The bingo games are 8"x11" and include 36
fullcolor game cards. Bingo images are
over 1" square and have the classic "free
space" in the middle. Great for reinforce-
ment! All are made with environment-
friendly cardstock and include a reclosable
plastic envelope for storage.
TDG556  Animals ...........................$24.95
TDG546  Body Parts .......................$24.95
TDG550  Classroom Nouns ........... $24.95

BINGO CHIPS
A package of approximately 300 bingo chips.
SDL500 .....................................................$4.95

TDG553  Clothing ..................................................$24.95
TDG586  Family .....................................................$24.95
TDG552  Food ........................................................$24.95
TDG554  Fruit ........................................................$24.95
TDG557  Household ...............................................$24.95
TDG547  Professions ..............................................$24.95
TDG588  Season & Weather .................................$24.95
TDG587  Time.........................................................$24.95
TDG549  Transportation ........................................$24.95

TDG5000  Set of All 12 .......................................$269.00

DES RAPIDES-
THE FRENCH WORD GAME
Dés Rapides is a highly adaptable
dice game that can be played with
all of your French classes, levels 1
through AP. Complete with varia-
tions and different forms of game
play, students play individually or
with partners to correctly spell, 
conjugate, and translate French
words. Two to four players. All 
levels. Some assembly required.

TDG792.............................................................Game, $33.95

ALPHABET SOUP 
Foreign Language Game Book K-12,
Monolingual, Friendly
Fun games and activities with examples
in English, French, Spanish and German!
Covers 26 subject categories including
colors, numbers, food, weather, time,
house, town, professions, nature, and
more! With adaptations for over 100
common children's games, 20 simple
matching card game instructions, and
more! Paperback, 8-1/2"x11", 96 pages.

CAR504 .......................................................................Book, $14.95
CAR504CD .....................................................Book on CD, $12.95
CAR504DL .............................................Download (PDF), $12.95



200+ GAMES 
FOR THE FOREIGN
LANGUAGE CLASSROOM
An excellent book full of games
for any foreign language class-
room. Covers body parts, class-
room, clothing, countries/cities,
days/months, weather, family,
food, grammar, home, numbers,
prepositions/directions, time,
alphabet, animals, colors, com-
mands, conversation, culture,

and greetings. Formerly published as 100+ Games and 100+
More Games for the Foreign Language Classroom.
Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 64 pages.
CAR3529 ........................................................Book, $19.95
CAR3529CD ..................................... Book on CD, $17.95
CAR3529DL ..............................Download (PDF), $14.95
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VERB SLAP! 
FRENCH GAMES (B-I)  
Roll the subject pronoun die, and
when a matching verb card
appears, be the first to slap it!
Slap fast and collect cards to win,
but look out for wild cards--slap a
mosquito to get extra cards, but
don't slap a bee! Two to six play-

ers per game. Each game includes one
die, a deck of cards, answer key, and a hard plastic storage box. 
TDG927..................................,....Past Tense Etre Verb Game, $19.95 
TDG928...................................Present Tense-ER Verb Game, $19.95
TDG929.........................Present Tense Irregular Verb Game, $19.95

3-IN-1 FRENCH VOCAB
GRAB  CARD GAMES  
Practice food, animals, body
parts, classroom nouns and cloth-
ing  vocabulary with card
games!. There are three ways 
to play that students know and
love: "la gargouille" (Old Maid),
"Pioche !" (Go Fish!), and "Le

jeu des paires" (matching game). No matter what method your 
students choose, the goal is the same: match the picture to the correct
French word! These card sets are perfect for your visual learners, and
can remind your whole classroom that learning vocabulary is FUN!
Four players. Game contains 49 playing cards and instructions.
Beginning level.  
TDG795.......................................................Food Card Game, $21.95
TDG796................................................. Animals Card Game, $21.95
TDG797.............................................Body Parts Card Game, $21.95
TDG798.................................................Clothing Card Game, $21.95
TDG799..................................Classroom Nouns Card Game, $21.95

C'EST QUI? FRENCH
CARD GAME (B)
C'est qui? is the perfect game to
get kids describing what people
look like, what they like to do,
and where they are from. Our
teacher-designed game features 
a cast of 25 global characters
hand-drawn by students like
yours!! Two players or teams.

66 laminated cards in an acrylic box. Cards measure approxi-
mately 3" x 2". 
TDG931................................................................Card Game, $19.50

CUILLÈRES -
French Version 
of the Classic Card
Game Spoons
Students reinforce
verbs in French. The
first student who gets
two correct pairs of
cards (four cards total)

grabs a spoon from the middle of the group, and the other
students must grab the remaining spoons. The student who
does not grab fast enough and is left without a spoon
receives a letter in spelling of "Cuilleres". At the end of the
game, the student with the least letters wins. Great for first-
year students. 15 minute play time; two to four players; 64
cards 3"x4"; 4 multi-colored spoons, all in a hard plastic
storage box.
TDG756.......................IR Verb Agreement Game, $24.95
TDG757......................RE Verb Agreement Game, $24.95
TDG758..................... ER Verb Agreement Game, $24.95
TDG759........... Irregular Verb Agreement Game, $24.95

LA GUERRE (B)
"La guerre" is our
French language ver-
sion of the "War" card
game we all love to
play. Students practice
numbers 0-100 written
in French and sit on
the edge of their seats

in eager anticipation of who will flip highest card to win
each round. watch as their excitement grows when an a
"Combattez"! card pops up and a "War" begins! Two to
four players. 80 cards (3"x4") in a hard plastic storage box.
TDG728..........................................................Game, $24.95
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FAISONS LES
COURSES! (B)  
In this game the players
try to be the first to 
purchase all the items 
on their shopping list.
The game can also be
played as a bingo game.
Contains 66 cards show-

ing food and drink, 36 shopping lists that can also be used as
bingo cards, instructions, suggestions for further activities,
quizzes, recipes and figures of speech related to food.
DIS3684 ..............................................................Game, $24.95

LE MONDE ANIMAL (B)  
In this card game players must
recognize and collect the most
number of animals, divided into
categories. Photographic playing
cards and bingo grids are used 
in the bingo game and for other
group games, encouraging learn-
ing, revision and the correct use

of basic French. Contains: 66 photographic cards, 36 grids for bingo 
and other games, a guide with instructions and suggestions.
DIS2822 .........................................................................Game, $24.95

FAISONS LA VALISE (B)
In this entertaining 
game players must pack a 
suitcase using all the items 
on a list. The game helps s
tudents learn, practice and
correctly use words associat-
ed with clothing and acces-
sories. Contains: a deck 

of 66 photo-cards, a deck of 66 cards with clues and scores, an
hourglass and instructions.
DIS9273.....................................................................Game, $24.95

L'îLE AUX 
PRÉPOSITIONS (B)  
In this game players 
are asked to identify the
characters and objects in
the illustration. In doing
so they develop an
understanding of the 
use of prepositions and

accompanying articles. Contains a colorful board with an illus-
tration of the island, a deck of 66 cards, 60 coins, instructions,
solutions and suggestions for further activities.
DIS3639 …..........................................................Game, $24.95

PISTE A SUIVRE (B)
How much do students
know about France and
the francophone world?
Teach them about people,
places, produce and
points of interest while
building language skills.
Contains: 66 photo-

graphic cards and instructions.
DIS9327...............................................................Game, $24.95

QUI EST-CE? (B)
The aim of this card
game is to teach and/or
review vocabulary
involved in describing
people. Each player
draws a card with the
description of a person
on it. The other players

then ask yes/no questions to figure out the identity of the mys-
tery person. Instructions provide suggestions for variations of
the game. Contains 2 packages of 33 cards and instructions.
DIS1710 ..............................................................Game, $24.95

ADJECTIFS ET 
CONTRAIRES (B-I)
Adjectives and opposites is a
very simple card game, useful
and enjoyable, based on match-
ing, illustrated adjectives with
corresponding opposite adjec-
tives. The game allows students
to learn, memorize and practice

130 commonly-used adjectives in a fun and engaging way. The box
contains: 130 illustrated adjectives, a Joker card, a Surprise card,
plus Instructor’s Booklet.
DIS8183...........................................................................Game, $24.95

SUPER BIS – FRENCH (B)
Super Bis is an effective 
and fun card game, based 
on matching questions and
answers. The game contains
132 cards divided in questions
(red cards) and answers (blue
cards). Each card presents a
fun, illustrated situation and a 

sentence (question or answer). 
DIS5908 .......................................................................Game, $24.95
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INVENTONS DES
PHRASES (B-I)
This entertaining
game helps students
learn and use verb
forms and tenses.
Players also develop
vocabulary and lan-
guage skills associat-

ed with expressions of time. Contains: a colorful playing
board, 66 cards, dice and instructions.
DIS6753.....................................................Game, $24.95

QUESTIONS À LA CHAÎNE (B-I)
An entertaining game in which players have
to match answers with the appropriate ques-
tions as quickly as possible. The person who
first gets the correct answer, reads the next
question. This fast, fun game consists of 2
decks of 66 cards and instruction manual
cont-aining rules of play, suggestions for
other activities, Internet sites and a selection
of tongue twisters. Great for building vocabu-
lary, practicing questions and verb forms and
developing skills through mini-dialogues.
DIS4699 ...................................Game, $24.95

DOMINOES DE LA
JOURNÉE (B-I)
Dominoes de la journée is a
fun and engaging game that
presents the daily actions of
the likeable character, Granny
Fixit, from the moment she
wakes up, to the moment she
goes to bed. The aim of the

game is to match the pictures and sentences, conjugating the verb in
the correct form. The game contains 48 domino cards divided in two
parts: each card has an illustration on the left-hand side and a descrip-
tion on the right-hand side.
DIS5854 ..........................Game, $24.95

UN
PETIT
TOUR
EN
VILLE
(B-I)

Un Petit Tour en Ville is a lively board game
based on the observation of illustrations relat-
ed to the city. Students memorize, learn and
develop their knowledge of lexical sets con-
nected to urban features, shops, places in
town and services, means of transport, road
signs and road safety, all in a very engaging
way. Contains: 132 cards divided into 6
packs, a playing board, a die, and a teacher's
booklet.
DIS6028 ..................................Game, $24.95

VOYAGE EN FRANCE (B-I)
Players develop their knowledge of France 
by simulating a road trip. The game con-
sists of a board that maps a route through
France. The "travelers" learn about cities,
points of interest, and customs and festi-
vals. There are 2 decks of 66 cards that
contain questions about grammar, geogra-
phy, idioms, vocabulary, history and rid-
dles. Instruction manual contains rules,
suggestions for other activities, information
about cities and Internet sites.
DIS4644 ..............................Game, $24.95

LE GRAND JEU DES VERBES
(B-I)
A great new game to help conjugate
verbs. Each student chooses a card
showing a verb in the infinitive,
throws 3 dice (pronouns, tense
determiners, verbal forms), then
builds a sentence according to the
outcome. 132 cards, 3 dice plus
Teacher's Guide.
DIS8084 ...................Game, $24.95

BINGO VERBES (B-I)
This game is designed to provide
review and practice of verbs
included in basic vocabulary.
Students are asked to match writ-
ten words with the appropriate
pictures. The instructions provide
suggestions for many variations of
the game. Contains 66 cards, 36
game boards and instructions.
DIS1765 ................Game, $24.95

LE CHAMPIONNAT DE FRANÇAIS (B-I)  
Test your knowledge of French and Franco-
phone countries with this exciting game 
which expands the student's language learning
experience through questions concerning 
culture, traditions, geography, the environ-
ment, idioms and leisure activities. Contains
an illustrated board, 2 decks of 66 cards (2
levels of difficulty), 60 colorful stickers, a die
and instructions.
DIS3738 ....................................Game, $24.95
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FAISONS LA FÊTE! 
(B-I)
A game of dominoes 
that helps make learning
verb forms fun, develops 
students' vocabulary and
familiarizes them with
aspects of French culture
using the theme of a free

time activity: a garden party. The game consists of 48 domino
pieces and an instruction booklet including the rules and ideas 
for further activities.
DIS4743 ...............................................................Game, $24.95

QUESTIONS 
ET RÉPONSES (B-I)
This game is designed to help
students learn and practice
interrogative pronouns and
adjectives. It consists of a
brightly colored poster of an
amusement park, cards with
pictures of the people and

things in the park and dice with question words. The instructions
include suggestions and ideas for using the game in class. Contains 
1 poster, 1 die, 66 cards and instructions.
DIS1666 .......................................................................Game, $24.95

VERBO-FRENCH
CARD GAME
We’ve taken one of our
favorite classroom card
games and adapted it
for your first-year
French class. Verbo™
plays like Uno™.
Students practice verbs
and verb conjugation by
laying down a card of
the same verb or verb

form to change suit. Just don’t forget to shout
"Verbo!" when you have one card left! 
77 cards. Laminated. Each game, $21.95
TDG644 .....................Present Tense Regular Verbs
TDG645....................Present Tense Irregular Verbs
TDG646 ........................Past Tense Verbs with Etre
TDG647................. Imperfect Tense Regular Verbs
TDG648................Imperfect Tense Irregular Verbs
TDG649.......................Past Tense Verbs with Avoir
TDG658........................ -re, -ir Present Tense Verbs
TDG659.....................-re, -ir Imparfait Tense Verbs

LE PLANETE 
EN JEU (I)
A card game with an
illustrated playing board.
Players must move along
a path that contains
informtion about an 
eco-friendly lifestyle
(recycling, energy 

conservation, eco-friendly consumption) in order to reach the 
finish square. Contains: a playing board, a die, 60 photo cards,
72 game cards, and an instruction booklet.
DIS2877 ..............................................................Game, $24.95

COMMENT CA VA? (I)
A card game with an 
illustrated playing board.
Players have to reach the
finish line by overcoming 
a series of trials relating to
the body, well-being, and a
healthy lifestyle, such as
simple physical exercises.

Contains: A playing board, a numbered die, a die with colored
faces (yellow, blue, orange, purple, red, green), 132 game cards
divided into six categories, and an instruction booklet containing
ideas for extra activities.
DIS2778 .................................................................Game, $24.95

FLAGS OF FRANCE
Desk or wall flags to create 
"atmosphere" in the classroom.
Brightly colored nylon on ebonized
staff with gilt spear. Base is also
ebonized.
PKF-41 ................Each 4"x6" Flag  

w/Base, $4.95

LARGE FLAGS OF FRANCE
Bring culture and color to your
classroom. Decorate with a full size
flag of France!
PK101................2 ft. x 3 ft., $18.95
PK102................3 ft. x 5 ft., $23.95



FRANCE LA CATHÉDRALE
NOTRE-DAME ENHANCED™
FRENCH TRAVEL POSTER
A virtual tour of the gothic cathedral by
scanning the QR code in the bottom right
of the poster. 
TDP2554 ......................................$20.00

ENHANCED™ FRENCH TRAVEL POSTERS 
Take a 360° virtual tour by scanning the QR code in the bottom right of the poster.
Each Poster measures 27” x 19”. Laminated 
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FRENCH
MAP
This color
map of
France

highlights the major cities, cultural
landmarks, and surrounding countries.
All text is in French. Laminated.
16"x23".
MIL512 .....................................$12.95

MAP OF
FRANCE
Ideal for 
reference
or display,
this finely

detailed political map features National
Geographic's distinctive cartographic
style, with colorful boundaries and beau-
tiful shaded relief. Laminated. 30"x23".
NG92616 .....................................$24.95

FRENCH
REGIONS 
BUL-
LETIN
BOARD
SET  

The names of the regions may have changed, 
but the beauty of France remains. Take your 
students on a trip without ever leaving your 
classroom with images from across L'Hexagone.
Set includes one 19”x 6” banner, thirteen
19”x13” posters, and twenty-six 9”x 6” posters.
Cardstock.
TDY336.....................Bulletin Board Set, $40.00

BELGIUM CANAL À BRUGES
ENHANCED™ FRENCH TRAVEL
POSTER
This color map of France highlights the
major cities, cultural landmarks, and sur-
rounding countries. All text is in French.
TDP2548 ......................................$20.00

FRANCE L'ARC DE TRIOMPHE
ENHANCED™ FRENCH TRAVEL
POSTER
A virtual tour of the arch at the end of the
Champs-Élysées by scanning the QR code
in the bottom right of the poster. 
TDP2549 ........................................$20.00

FRANCE LE LOUVRE
ENHANCED™ FRENCH TRAVEL
POSTER
A virtual tour of the beautiful architecture
of the famous museum by scanning the
QR code in the bottom right of the poster.  
TDP2552 ........................................$20.00

MONTREAL BOTANICAL
GARDENS ENHANCED™ FRENCH
TRAVEL POSTER
A virtual tour of the beautiful Japanese
gardens by scanning the QR code in the
bottom right of the poster. 
TDP2615 ......................................$20.00

SENEGAL LANGUE DE BARBARIE
ENHANCED™ FRENCH TRAVEL
POSTER
Take a 360° virtual tour of the busy coast-
line of Senegal by scanning the QR code
in the bottom right of the poster.  
TDP2553 .......................................$20.00
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FEMMES PIONNIÈRES 
FRENCH MINI-POSTER SET
Jeanne d’Arc, Edith Piaf, and Mariama Bâ…
many of the names of these influential women
can conjure up strong emotions when they are
mentioned. What better way to inspire your 
students than to remind them of these 15 revo-
lutionary women? They hail from a variety of
French-speaking countries, and each made
astounding achievements, showed incredible
strength, and contributed immensely to society.
Each poster details the woman’s name and con-

tribution, plus her country of birth.Set includes 15 posters measuring 
13”x19”each, on Cardstock.
TDY338............................................................Bulletin Board Set, $39.99

COMMUNI-
CARTES, Set 1
These 20 posters for
your classroom are
loaded with 160 select-
ed expressions that will
stir up some fun and
give your students
things to say in class.

They are on card stock. Each 8-1/2"x11" card has 8 expres-
sions and their translations. Arrête! Ça me fait rager. Du
calme. Ça baigne. C'est du vent. Tu trouves? Je m'éclate! Fais
gaffe! Rien de spécial. C'est marrant! Vomontiers. There are
comments for many different situations.
MFP0113 .......................................................................$16.95

BASIC
FRENCH
POSTERS #1
Set of 6 posters.
Includes the
alphabet, colors,
months, days 
of the week,
numbers, and
seasons. 
Each poster 

is 12" x 18" and printed on high-quality
glossy paper.
CAR21116........Set of 6 Posters, $21.95

BASIC
FRENCH
POSTERS #2
Set of 6
posters.
Includes parts
of the body,
clothing, 
emotions, the 
family, useful
vocabulary, and

weather. Each poster is 12" x 18" and
printed on high-quality glossy paper.
CAR21117..........Set of 6 Posters, $21.95

BASIC
FRENCH
POSTERS #3
Set of 6
posters.
Includes 
animals, food,
classroom
objects, fruits,
time, and 
vegetables.

Each poster is 12" x 18" and printed 
on high-quality glossy paper.
CAR21118........Set of 6 Posters, $21.95

FRENCH PHOTO POSTERS
Set of 4 posters includes  Le
musée du Louvre, La cathédrale
Notre-Dame, La Tour Eiffel and
L'Arc de Triomphe. 12"x18".
POS203 ..........Set of 4 Posters, 

$12.95

FRENCH 
VARIETY 
DOOR SIGNS
Set of 6 signs
includes Parler
français, c'est 

simple comme bonjour!; Bienvenue à la classe de français;
Ici on parle français; Souriez et entrez!; Lire un livre, 
c'est découvrir un nouveau monde and Ayez une attitude
positive. 12"x18".
POS202 ............................................Set of 6 signs, $12.95

FRENCH CLASSROOM
PHRASES SIGNS
Whether they're requesting 
that you speak more slowly,
announcing their "Aha!"
moment, or posing the #1 

question of students everywhere—"Can I go to the bathroom?"—these
easy-to-read illustrated signs help keep students in the target language!
Twelve 7” x 19” posters. Cardstock.
TDP2177...................................................................12 Posters, $29.00

PASTRY FRENCH
POSTER
Miam-miam ! Thirty
different classic French
desserts. 19”x27”.
Laminated.
TDP2310..........Poster, 

$12.00



BASIC
FRENCH
VERBS 
POSTER
SET
This seven-
poster set
helps stu-
dents learn

the conjugations of regular –er, –ir and
–re verbs as well as être, avoir, aller 
and faire by presenting all forms,
accompanied by amusing illustrations.
Poster size: 18"x24".
POS208 ........Set of 7 Posters,  $31.95
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ER,IR, & RE VERB CHARTS
Enhance your classroom with
these colorful verb charts! This set
includes: ER, IR, & RE. Each
chart is printed on high-quality
poster paper and measures
11”x17”, on glossy poster paper.    
CAR21124 ..........Set of 3 Posters,

$9.95

CONNECTING WORDS 
FRENCH SIGN SET
When students can make simple sentences,
they're ready for the next step: words to tie
those short pieces together or to express
more complex thoughts! Post and use the
most common connectors to help students
make the jump from Novice- to Intermediate-
level. Twelve 7” x 19” posters. Cardstock.
TDP2617 .........................12 Signs, $36.00

EIFFEL TOWER 
INFOGRAPHIC
FRENCH POSTER
This cool poster gives 
essential info about the 
Eiffel Tower, such as
height, weight, and
number of visitors per
year, as well as fun
facts that your students
haven't likely heard
before - did they know

the tower contains solar panels, that it was origi-
nally red, or how many inches it sways in a strong
wind? 19"x27". Laminated.
TDP1783..........................................Poster, $16.00

PRONOUNS PRO FRENCH CHARTS 
Post each group as you teach it. Set of
five posters, 13”x15”, Cardstock.
TDP2089............Set of 5 Posters, $21.25

VERB CHARTS-ETRE FAIRE AVOIR
ALLER...
This set of four French Verb Charts will 
be a great addition to your classroom deco-
rations, or only use them when teaching 
students the specific verbs. The posters are
12”x18” each and printed on high quality
poster paper. The following are inclued in
the set: Faire, Etre, Aller, and Avoir.
CAR21109 ............Set of 4 Posters, $12.95

FRENCH
VERBS
AND 
GRAMMAR
POSTER
SET
This seven-
poster set
helps stu-
dents learn

the passé composé, expressions with the
verb avoir, possessives and the plural of
nouns by presenting words and phrases
accompanied by amusing illustrations.
Poster size: 18"x24".
POS209 ...........Set of 7 Posters, $31.95

HOUSEHOLD NOUNS FRENCH
CHART
All-French chart shows the rooms of
a house and the objects in them. 36”
x 24”. Laminated.
TDP2384 ...................Poster, $22.00

FRENCH COMMON CLASSROOM 
PHRASES BULLETIN BOARD SET
Contains: J’ai (je sais) la réponse., Que
veut dire ……?, Je ne sais pas., Je ne
comprends pas., J’ai besoin d’aide., 
J’ai une question., Pas de problem!,
Comment ecrit-on ……..?, Parlez plus
lentement, s’il vous plait., Je com-
prends., Répétez s’il vous plait.,
Comment dit-on-----en français?
Each sign 18"x8". Set of 12.
POS212.......................12 Signs, $22.95



COMMON SENSE RULES 
FRENCH MINI-POSTER SET
Sois à l'heure. Soigne ton travail. Remind stu-
dents of basic classroom rules with this set of 15
mini-posters. 15 posters. 13” x 9”. Cardstock.
TDY334.................................15 Posters, $29.95

WORD WALL
Word Wall Pack consists of 165 laminated cards printed on
both sides and a 50-page reproducible resource manual. The
illustrated cards feature words of the highest frequency in
the French language: most common regular and irregular
verbs, adverbs, question words, prepositions, conjunctions.
Letters of the alphabet are included for easy display. The
backs of cards provide additional references, giving parts of
speech and targeted words used in sentences. Verbs show
conjugations in three tenses— présent, passé composé, futur
proche. The reproducible manual contains activities for
expanding the Word Wall into all four language skills— 

listening, speaking, reading and writing. Activities reference multiple intelligences and
varied learning styles. Poster size, 12"x18".
POS175 .....................................................................................Word Wall Pack, $49.95

CIRCUMLOCUTION 
FRENCH SIGNS
Keep your students speaking in French
with circumlocution phrases! Each sign
in this set prompts students to use the
language they know to make meaning
and talk about things they don't know.
Includes 18 different phrases to hang
around your room and help students 
navigate the TL. Set of 18 Signs, 
19' x 6”, on Cardstock.
TDP2483.....Set of 18 Posters, $24.95

REGULAR FRENCH VERBS
CHART SET
Six 13”x19” posters, on  Cardstock.
TDP2451......Set of 6 Poters, $25.50

IMPORTANT IRREGULAR
FRENCH VERBS CHART SET
Six 13”x19” posters, on Cardstock.
TDP2453......Set of 6 Poters, $25.50

ESSENTIAL IRREGULAR 
FRENCH VERBS CHART SET
Four 13”x19” posters, on Cardstock.
TDP2452.......Set of 4 Posters, $17.00

HIGH FREQUENCY 
INTERACTIONS  
Teach and practice oral inter-
action skills for "I can" state-
ments of the Common European
Framework, A1 level. Ask,
answer and describe using the
most basic and useful phrases
and vocabulary.  Includes 60
laminated cut-ups, four summary
charts, phrases and illustrations.
Essential questions and state-

ments for everyday, novice learner speech included, with
student success criteria and personalized student intera-
tions. A 120 page reproducible activity resource and
teacher's guide included. Poster size: 12"x18".
POS195 .........................................Poster Set/Book, $39.95

ESSENTIAL FRENCH
REJOINDER SIGNS 
Teach your students the short
common phrases that help to
sustain conversations. These

phrases can be used with anyone—complete strangers, grandmas, soccer
hooligans—you name it. Twelve 6”x22” posters, on Cardstock.
TDP2416...........................................................Set of 12 Posters, $29.00

TEEN FAVES FRENCH
REJOINDER SIGNS
Want students to converse 
in the target language? Give
them phrases that represent 

the range of typical teenage responses: "Gross!," "Cool!," "It's obvious,"
"I know, right?", and more. Twelve 6”x 22”  posters, on Cardstock.
TDP2417...........................................................Set of 12 Posters, $29.00
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ASK ME? FRENCH  
BULLETIN BOARD SET  
Help your students ask their top 10 questions
in French. Our teachers’ poll reported the
most frequent query was for water. No. 2 on
the list; asking for a pencil (or pen). I’ll bet
you know what the No. 1 is! This bulletin
board set includes your humble request to
say, "please." Plus the top 10 questions 
printed on 8"x11" cardstock.
TDY276 .............Bulletin Board Set, $28.95

FRENCH-SPEAKING
AFRICA POSTER
Introduce students to 
francophone Africa. 
19” x 27”. Laminated.
TDP2389 ....................

Poster, $12.00
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FRENCH 
CHARACTER 
EDUCATION 
PHRASES 
BULLETIN 
BOARD SET

Set of 6 signs include: Acceptation, Responsabilité,
Coopération, Compassion, Honnetêté, Respect. Each sign:
18"x8".
POS220........................................................6 Signs, $12.95

GREETINGS FRENCH
SIGNS SET
Say Bonjour! to your stu-
dents with this bulletin board
set. Includes nine greetings

and phrases in French. Nine 7”x19” posters, on Cardstock.
TDY343..............................................................Set of 9 Posters, $14.95

QUESTION
WORDS
FRENCH SIGNS
What's stopping
you from posting
the interrogatives?

When will you get around to it? How will kids learn these
important words if you don't get this set? Who else will 
teach them? OK, OK, we'll stop with the questions—but
wait, one more! Where are you going to hang these? 
Seven 7” x 19”posters, on Cardstock.
TDP2158.....................................................7 Posters, $20.00

FRENCH 
QUESTION
WORD POSTERS 
Keep the conversa-
tion clear and flow-
ing with these 10
awesomely amus-
ing and effective
memory aids in full
color. Great to use
any time. Each is
9.75" x 13" and
laminated to last. 
The question words
are: Pourquoi;
Qu'est-ce Que?;
Qui?; À qui?;
Quand?;
Comment?; Où?;

Combien?; A quelle Heure?; Quel?.
CPL226..................................................10 Poster Set, $22.95

FRENCH-SPEAKING
AFRICA BULLETIN
BOARD SET
French is spoken in more
places than France. This 43-
piece mini-poster set features
the natural beauty, traditions,
and peoples of 21 African
countries where French is the

official language. One 19”x6” banner, forty-two 9 x 6-inch mini-
posters, and one image key. Cardstock.
TDY341.........................................................Bulletin Board Set, $41.95

TINA'S WEATHER 
STATION FRENCH CHART
Wherever you go, people 
are always talking about what
the weather is doing and what
they think about it! Use Tina’s
Weather Station at the begin-
ning of class to help students
express their thoughts on the

weather that day. Build up to using it as a starting point for “small talk”
about what’s happening in students’ lives! 26” x 38”. Laminated.
Includes info sheet. 
TDP2479...............................................................................Poster, $30.00

ASKING FOR WORDS
AND MEANINGS
FRENCH POSTER
Students will need to ask 
for the meanings of French

words that are new to them, and the French words for what they want to
say—make sure they use French for both of these common questions!
38” x 13”. Laminated.
TDP2624............................................................................Poster, $15.00
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CLASSROOM RULES IN FRENCH
Six signs  printed on 8-1/2"x11" card stock set the tone and standards
for your classroom. Use positive messages to let students know what
you expect.
TL49 ................................................................$6.95

MORE CLASSROOM RULES IN FRENCH
Six new signs printed on 8-1/2"x11" card stock give
standards for behavior and study skills. Posting your
expectations in French is true authentic instruction!
TL100 ................................................................$6.95

TRES BIEN!-STATIONERY SET
These Tres Bien! Stationery Sets make a great reward or gift for
your pupils. Each pack contains 12 pencils, 12 rulers and 12 erasers.
MIL510........................................................ Stationery Sets, $24.95

LES ARTISTES 
FRANCAIS 
BULLETIN
BOARD SET 
Monet, Degas,
Toulouse-Latrec,
Renoir and more 
are all in one set.
Bring the greatest

French artists into your classroom. Thirteen cardstock
prints, 11" x 17".
TDY293.................................Bulletin Board  Set,  $35.95

FRENCH POSTERS-SET 1     
A beautiful set of French
posters ideal for the classroom
or playroom. Perfect for French
language teachers and for parents
teaching French to their children.
Each poster is 11" x 17". In
English and French. Complete
set of all 5 posters contains:
Colors/Couleurs; Days of the
Week/Les Jours de la Semaine;
Numbers/Les Nombres;
Seasons/Les Saisons; How Do
You Say…?/Comment Dit-On…?
LBP6666.........5 Poster Set, $39.95

LET'S TALK ABOUT ME/
PARLONS DE MOI - 
STUDENT ACTIVITY
POSTERS
Using the theme of "I am a Super
Hero", students fill in their own
information and illustrations to
personalize their posters.
Addresses beginner curriculum
requirements; personal ID, family
and friends, pastimes, character
traits, character development.

Perfect for introducing classmates, displays, open-house
events, etc. 18" x 24" each. Package of 30.
POS221...........................................................Posters, $32.95

FRENCH POSTERS-SET 2     
A beautiful set of French posters ideal for the classroom or playroom.
Perfect for French language teachers and for parents teaching French 
to their children. Each poster is 11" x 17". In English and French.
Complete set of all 5 posters contains: Physical Map of France,
Regions of France Map, Noel/Christmas, La Famille/The Family, Le
Temps/Weather.
LBP5555.......................................................................5 Poster Set, $39.95

..



Miscellaneous

FRENCH PHOTOGRAPHIC BORDERS
Motivate and inspire students with these new bulletin board borders. Sure to brighten any classroom. Each border measures 2-1/4"x40". There are
12 identical borders per pack, for a total of 40 feet.
MIL504..........................French Border, $10.95

WELCOME TO THE FRENCH CLASSROOM KIT    
Everything you need to add color and culture to your French 

classroom! Kit contains: (1) MIL505 French Super Stickers-Set #4
(125 count); (1) TR46175 SuperSpot Stickers/French Praisers (800
count); (1) MIL500 French Super Stickers (125 count); (1) PKF41

Flag of France (4"x6") with base; (1) MIL504 French Borders; 
(3) TDW180 Welcome to class French Pencils (36 pencils total); 

(1) TL49 Classroom Rules in French and (1) TL100 More 
Classroom Rules in French.

TL465..........................................................Calssroom Kit, $49.95

FRENCH CALENDAR
Practice days of the week, months of the
year and weather daily with this French
Classroom Calendar. The calendar is lami-
nated for write-on, wipe-off use. 23"x16".
MIL501 .........................Calendar, $12.95

FRENCH 
CALENDAR 
BULLETIN 
BOARD SET
Showcase holidays 
and feature special days
with ease! Simply slide
colorful tabs into calen-
dar slots. 17" x 23" 
calendar, 12 month

headers, 7 days labels, 4 seasons labels, season/
weather chart, 33 date markers, 44 holidays/special
days markers, Today, Tomorrow, Yesterday sign,
weather graph, and 2 arrows. 106 pieces. 
TR8292 .............................Bulletin Board Set $12.95

FRENCH 
STAMPERS
Set of six 
contains: 

Parfait; Très Bien; Bon Travail; 
Continue Ainsi!; Bon Devoir; 
Bon Anniversaire. Self-inking.
CCEJ200 ..........................$22.95
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FRENCH PRAISE WORD BORDERS
Motivate and inspire students with these new bulletin board borders. Sure to brighten any classroom. Each border measures 3"x40". 
There are 12 identical borders per pack, for total of 40 feet.
MIL508.............................................................................................................................................................................Borders, $10.95

FRENCH CULTURAL ICON BORDERS
Motivate and inspire students with these new bulletin board borders. Sure to brighten any classroom. Each border measures 2-1/4"x40". There
are 12 identical borders per pack, for a total of 40 feet.
MIL507.............................................................................................................................................................................................Borders, $10.95

POPULAR IMAGES OF FRANCE BORDERS
Motivate and inspire students with these new bulletin board borders. Sure to
brighten any classroom. Each border measures 3"x40". There are 12 identical 
borders per pack, for a total of 40 feet.
MIL509.....................................................................................Borders, $10.95



FRENCH
REWARD
STICKERS
These French
stickers are

ideal for both
French teachers
and those that
run French
clubs. Each
pack contains

four different
messages: tres bien, genial, bon effort, bravo. Each
pack contains (440) 3/4” stickers.
MIL526......................................440 Stickers, $12.95
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SUPER-SPOTS® STICKERS
Little circles that are just the right size. Child pleasing, 
positive messages and appealing designs. Each pack
has six different designs and 800 stickers!
TR46175...................................French Praisers, $3.29

FRENCH
STICKER 
PACK
Ten sheets of
assorted sizes.
1,310 stickers 
in total.
MIL511.........
Sticker Pack,

$17.95

WELCOME TO CLASS 
FRENCH PENCILS
Give a gift of hospitality to your new
students. One dozen No. 2 pencils.
Bienvenue en classe!
TDW180.......................Pencils, $2.49

PRIX DU MÉRITE
MEDAL 
Reward and motivate 
students with a prize for
merit. These medals are
made of metal with a
durable long-lasting finish
and come on a red ribbon.
Medal measures 50mm in
diameter. 
MIL525.......Medal, $4.95

FRENCH TRÈS BIEN 
STICKERS
A staple for French teachers; 
stickers highlighting the subject -
French and a simple Tres Bien
message. (140) 1” stickers 
per pack.
MIL527.........140 Stickers, $9.95

BELIEVE
FRENCH 
STICKERS 
El chupacabra
says, "Be

Yourself," unicorns say, "You Are Magical,"
and Bigfoot says, "Nothing Is Impossible!"
Who would know better about the power of
believing in oneself than these guys? Three
sheets of 20 assorted full-color stickers, for
a total of 60 stickers. Each rectangular
sticker measures approximately 1” x 1”. 
TDE1881.........................60 Stickers, $1.49

ÊTREOSAURUS
FRENCH 
STICKERS
Hand out friendly
dinosaurs with
praise using the

French verb être! Stickers feature a triceratops that says, "You're fantas-
tic!", a stegosaurus that says, "That's super!" and more. Three sheets of 
20 assorted full-color stickers, for a total of 60 stickers. Each rectangular
sticker measures approximately 1"x1".
TDE1859...................................................................... 60 Stickers, $1.49

HAPPY BIRTHDAY FRENCH 
STICKERS 
These new birthday stickers have more 
colors and styles than past versions! Three
sheets of 20 assorted full color stickers,
for a total of 60 stickers. Each round
sticker measures over one inch across.
TDE1864......................60 Stickers, $1.49



HASHTAG
FRENCH 
STICKERS
Your students love 
to categorize their
tweets and facebook
posts with hashtags.
Now you can tag
their work as #parfait
and #superbe! 3
sheets of 20 assorted
full-color stickers, for
a total of 60 stickers.
Each rectangular
sticker measures
approximately 1"x1".
TDE1860..............60 

Stickers, $1.49

FRENCH SUPER STICKERS
Large 1" in diameter circular stickers. Package
contains 25 each of the 5 following expres-
sions: Fantastique!; Très Bien; Magnifique!;
Génial!; Bon Effort!
MIL500........................French Stickers, $6.95

FRENCH SUPER STICKERS-SET 4  
Large 1" in diameter circular stickers. Package

contains 25 each of the 5 following expressions:
Fantastique!; Très Bien; Formidable!; Génial!; 

Bon Travail!
MIL505...French Stickers, $6.95

TXT MSG
FRENCH 
STICKERS  
Since your 
students love to
abbreviate things
and are always try-
ing to be funny,
they are sure to
love getting an mdr
(mort de rire) or a
bvo! (bravo !) from

you. Three sheets of 20 assorted full-
color stickers, for a total of 60 stickers.
Each round sticker measures approx-
imately 1 inch across.
TDE1880.................60 Stickers, $1.49

FAMOUS ART
FRENCH STICKERS      
Reward your students
with six works of art from
French masters, plus two
that are French by associ-
ation: the Mona Lisa
resides in the Louvre, and
Starry Night was painted
by  van Gogh in the south
of France. Three sheets 
of 20 assorted full color
stickers, for a total of 60.
Each sticker measures
over one inch across.
TDE1695......60 Stickers, 

$1.49

SIGHTS OF PARIS FRENCH STICKERS  
Reward your students with these praise words
stickers featuring the most famous monuments
in Paris! Three sheets of 20 assorted full color
stickers, for a total of 60 stickers. Each sticker
measures over one inch across.
TDE1672.............................60 Stickers, $1.49
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MONSIEUR FROMAGE
& FRIENDS FRENCH 
STICKERS
Monsieur Fromage and 
his friends have positive

messages for your French students! Three sheets of 20 assorted full color
stickers, for a total of 60. Each sticker measures over one inch across.
TDE1696.............................................................................60 Stickers, $1.49

POSTCARDS FROM PARIS FRENCH STICKERS  
Send your French students the message that they are doing
great with these postcard-themed Paris stickers! Three
sheets of 20 assorted full color stickers, for a total of 60
stickers. Each sticker measures over one inch across.
TDE1673................................................60 Stickers, $1.49

MONUMENTS FRENCH STICKERS 
Stylish illustrations of the best-loved and most famous
landmarks in Paris are printed on holographic foil for a
stunning glittery effect! Ten sheets of 10 assorted full-color
die-cut stickers, for a total of 100 stickers. Each sticker
measures approximately 1” x 1”.
TDE1921...............................................100 Stickers, $3.25
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HAND-LETTERED 
FRENCH STICKERS
Hand-lettered text is
everywhere these days,
including these stickers!
Five sheets of 20 assorted
full-color stickers, for a
total of 100 stickers. Each
sticker measures approx-
imately 1” x 1”.
TDE1917.....100 Stickers, 

$3.00

EMOJI 
FRENCH STICKERS
Communicate with your 
students in a language they
understand—icons like 
what they use to talk to each
other! Ten different emoji
symbols. Five sheets of 20
assorted full-color stickers
on holographic foil, for a
total of 100 stickers. Each
sticker measures approxi-
mately 1” x 1”.
TDE1918........100 Stickers, 

$3.00

FOREST FRIENDS
FRENCH STICKERS
From a debonair deer in a
turtleneck to a geek-chic 
rabbit, these forest crea-
tures know how to acces-
sorize. Five sheets of 20
assorted full-color stickers
on shiny foil, for a total of
100 stickers. Each sticker
measures approximately
1” x 1”. 
TDE1919.....100 Stickers, 

$3.00

SPACE CATS FRENCH
STICKERS 
Cats are cool, and space is
cool—why not cats in space?
Five sheets of 20 assorted
full-color stickers on holo-
graphic foil, for a total of
100 stickers. Each sticker
measures approximately 
1” x 1”.
TDE1920........100 Stickers, 

$3.00

SWEET SUCCESS FRENCH STICKERS
Students savor their success when you reward them 
with stickers featuring French sweets! Five sheets of 
20 assorted full-color stickers, for a total of 100 
stickers. Each round sticker measures approximately 
1 inch across.
TDE2065.........................................100 Stickers, $2.50

OMBRE DOT 
FRENCH STICKERS  
Génial! Get almost
1,000 stickers with a
hand-colored ombre
design. Stickers feature
four different positive
affirmations. 960 half-
inch stickers.
TDE2062.......Stickers,

$7.99



FRENCH MINI
STICKERS 
Little stickers to
reward great work

in French class, your
pupils will be delighted to
receive one of these! 121
each of 5 designs  for a 
total of 605 stickers, about

1/2” in diameter. 
MIL513............................................................French Stickers, $6.95

FRENCH 
LARGE STICKERS 
Over 1” in diameter. 
Each package contains 

125 stickers. Reward your
students with these praise word stickers.
MIL515...............................................Magnifique!, $6.95

MIL517.......................................French Speech Bubbles, 
(Tres Bien!, Génial!, C’est Super!), $6.95
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SMILE FRENCH STICKERS
Give your students something to smile about! Five
sheets of 20 assorted full-color stickers, for a total
of 100 stickers. Each round sticker measures
approximately one inch across.
TDE2068.................................100 Stickers, $2.50

PASSPORT STAMP FRENCH STICKERS
Stickers feature the flags of five French-speaking countries
from around the world: France, Canada, Senegal, Haiti, and
French Polynesia. Five sheets of 20 assorted full-color stickers
for a total of 100 stickers. Each round sticker measures
approximately one inch across.
TDE2075.....................................................100 Stickers, $2.50

LAROUSSE
MINI 
FRENCH/
ENGLISH
ENGLISH/
FRENCH
DICTIONARY
With over
30,000 refer-
ences and
40,000 transla-
tions, it pro-

vides complete coverage of the most useful 
keywords and phrases and is the ideal
companion for any tourist or student.
Paperback,3"x4-3/8", 640 pages.
LKC049 ............................................ $5.95

LAROUSSE
POCKET
FRENCH/
ENGLISH
ENGLISH/
FRENCH
DICTIONARY
Students and
travelers will
find this 
dictionary an
essential aid for

mastering a wide range ofconversational
and written French. This editioncontains
over 80,000 translations, all presented in a
clear and easy-to-read format. Softcover, 
4-3/4"x7", 768 pages.
LKC032 ..............................................$6.95

Books and Dictionaries
LAROUSSE
CONCISE
FRENCH/
ENGLISH 
ENGLISH/
FRENCH 
DICTIONARY
Contains over
120,000 trans-
lations. It is
very current
(terms include

"virtual reality" and "politically correct")
without being overwhelming. In addition to
definitions, the volume includes occasional
explanatory paragraphs that discuss politi-
cal, historical, and cultural terms.
Paperback, 5"x7-3/4", 1280 pages.
LKC025 ...........................................$13.95
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ELI DICTIONNAIRE ILLUSTRE
FRANCAIS
This volume offers 35 illustrated themed
pages to introduce topics like home, fami-
ly, school and work, as well as general
topics such as the environment and astron-
omy. Includes Online Digital Book con-
taining the recording of all words to prac-
tice pronunciation, the audio of all dia-
logues and digital activities for each situa-
tion. Vinyl cover, 8-1/2 "x 12", 160 pages.
DIS7056 ......................Dictionary, $21.95

ELI VOCABULAIRE 
ILLUSTRE-FRANCAIS
Colorful, authentic and intuitive this
picture dictionary is ideal to help stu-
dents learn or review basic vocabulary.
Relevant situations, direct connection
between words and pictures, and free
online audio version and entertaining
digital exercises make learning fun.
Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 96 pages. 
DIS4604..........................Book, $14.95

PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT: 
FRENCH CONVERSATION
Want to strike up a conversation with 
a native French speaker but nervous that
you're not ready? Practice Makes Perfect:
French Conversation helps you overcome
that obstacle by providing the practice you
won't find in any other book on French
conversation. Inside you will find realistic
conversational situations, from meeting
people to talking about sports to discussing
current events to just having fun. With

these engaging dialogues as a starting point, each unit is packed with
helpful instruction on current pronunciation, grammar, and word usage
- in addition to lots of conversation-ready phrases that will be indis-
pensible as your fluency increases. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 186 pages.
10688 ...................................…..............….................…..Book, $15.95

PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT: 
INTERMEDIATE FRENCH
GRAMMAR 
Practice Makes Perfect: Intermediate
French Grammar helps you take your
grammar skills to a higher level and
gives you the confidence to speak and
write in your new language. This work-
book leads you through French gram-
mar using concise, easy-to-understand
language, keeping you focused on
achieving your goal of total fluency.

Includes: Prepositions and prepositional phrases; Idiomatic uses of
irregular verbs; Negative and interrogative structures; Imparfait
and passé compose; The subjunctive mood; Relative pronouns,
and more. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 200 pages.
75380............................................................................Book, $14.95

45+
FLIPPED
GRAMMAR
LESSONS
FOR THE
FRENCH 
CLASS-
ROOM
BOOK 
Organized
into over 45
theme-based

lessons, the lessons guide students
through the discovery and understanding
of grammatical rules based on their own
research—rather than simply relying on
rules they are given. Early lessons cover
basic vocabulary and sentence structure.
Later lessons include past, present, and
future tenses, conditional and subjunc-
tive, and comparisons of forms which
are often confused. Book on CD
included. Softcover, 9"x11", 54 pages.
TDB4732...........................Book, $36.99

50+ FLIPPED
VOCAB LESSONS 
FOR THE
FRENCH 
CLASSROOM
BOOK 
With 50+ Flipped
Vocab Lessons for the
French Classroom,
your students prepare
themselves for vocab-
ulary lessons through

out-of-class, independent research prior to
class—which leaves them much more class time
to use and explore the language in the in-class
assignments. Organized into over 50 theme-
based lessons with useful, everyday vocabulary,
The lessons move your students through various
real-life situations which allow them to practice
their oral and written skills. Students will learn
basic research skills, improve their French 
writing and speaking, and expand their French
vocabularies. Book on CD included. Softcover,
9"x11", 97 pages.
TDB4731.........................................Book, $36.99

FRENCH
TEACHER'S
TREASURE
BOOK OF
SUPPLE-
MENTAL 
LESSONS
(B-A)
The most
comprehen-
sive collection 
of supplemen-

tal reproducible activities ever assembled
in French, dealing with all components:
conversation, reading, writing, grammar,
and vocabulary. These 150  lessons vary
from ten minute "quickies" to whole
units. Levels of lessons (elementary to
advanced) are indicated. Answer key
included. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 178
pages.
TL343 .................................Book, $24.95
TL343CD ..............Book on CD, $19.95
TL343DL........Download (PDF), $17.95
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FRENCH
VERB
WHEEL
This wheel
contains 40 of
the most com-
mon French
verbs. As the
dial spins,
verbs are con-
jugated into
various tenses.
The back side
contains tips,
grammar rules
and general
guidelines to

assist first-year French students. French, English. Beginning,
Intermediate, Advanced levels. 8” x 8”. Heavy cardstock with
holes for binder use.
TDR101 ..............................................................Verb Wheel, $5.99

20 or more, $5.50 each

180 PRACTICE TESTS FOR
FRENCH (B-A)
Improve skills, increase proficiency; 
use as inventory tools to help students
discover their weaknesses. Practical
hands-on style to testing beginning to
advanced levels. Each test takes 3 to 
15 minutes depending on length and
complexity. Will relieve some of the
teacher's workload because they
require ZERO PREPARATION.
Answer sheets provided. Softcover, 

8-1/2"x11", 154 pages.
TL347 .......................................................................Book, $24.95
TL347CD .................................................... Book on CD, $19.95
TL347DL..............................................Download (PDF), $17.95

WHAT THE FRENCH
TEACHER CANNOT AFFORD
TO FORGET (B-I)
Ready-to-use comprehensive collec-
tion of handouts on all aspects of
language teaching and learning 
followed by suggestions, guidelines
and references. No teacher prep
needed. Find where your students
are weak and select the practice
sheet annotated according to year
level and subject area. Ideal repro-

ducible book to improve oral work, reading comprehension,
writing skills and more. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 100 pages.
TL345 ...................................................................Book, $24.95
TL345CD.................................................Book on CD, $19.95
TL345DL..........................................Download (PDF), $17.95

FRENCH MIDDLE SCHOOL LESSONS
145 reproducible lessons on over 50 topics
for grades 5-9. A comprehensive, challeng-
ing collection of exercises to build a solid
foundation of French. Includes communica-
tive activities, an introduction to reading,
functional expressions, beginning grammar 
exercises and more. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11",
190 pages.
TL349 .....................................Book, $24.95
TL349CD ..................Book on CD, $19.95
TL349DL............Download (PDF), $17.95

THE
FRENCH
TEACHER'S
BOOK OF
LISTS (B/A)
Contains 150
reproducible
pages of
ready-to-use
activities,
work-sheets,
and refer-

ences for your students; has dozens of
teaching strategies and organizational
hints. Reproducible lists include every-
day phrases, classroom vocabulary, mini-
dialogues, idioms, and more. Softcover,
8-1/2"x11", 228 pages.
TL341 ................................Book, $24.95
TL341CD ............ Book on CD, $19.95
TL341DL.......Download (PDF), $17.95

PETITES
PIÈCES 
DE 
THÉÀTRE
(B-I)
Contains 45
short, simple
and very funny
skits written for
the enjoyment 
of beginning
and intermedi-

ate French speakers of all ages. Each skit
performance ranges from 2-7 minutes and
contains roles for 2-8 student actors.
Additional features include rehearsal and
production suggestions, preproduction cre-
ative drama activities and comprehensive
French-English dictionary. Softcover, 
8-1/2"x11", 154 pages.
DOL6187 ..............................Book, $24.95

UN-
CLASSIC
FAIRY
TALES 
IN FRENCH
–10 MINI 
DRAMAS
WITH A
TWIST
Integrate
basic French
language

skills into your classroom by using
familiar stories with a funny teen twist.
These 10 "modern" fairy tales may be
simply read aloud or performed as stu-
dent skits. Each fairy tale includes a
vocabulary list and two content-related
student activities. Paperback, 
5-1/2"x8-1/2", 84 pages.
TDB3025 ............................Book, $7.95
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LE VOYAGE
Emily is 
ecstatic about
spending 
part of her 
summer with 
a family in
Nice, France!
But her
boyfriend Erik
isn't so keen 
on his girl-

friend taking off for another country.
The trip teaches Emily about the histo-
ry, customs, and cultures of France,
and some new lessons about relation-
ships! Paperback, 5"x8", 60 pages.
TDB4215..........................Book, $6.95

NEW FIRST YEAR READERS (B)
LE DÉFI
Steve's parents
give him a 
challenge: get
good grades on his
trimester exams,
and they will take
him to France for
spring break!
Steve thinks he's
got it made and
plans to rely on

his "good grades" girlfriend to help him
pass. But when his frustrated girlfriend
puts her foot down, Steve learns that he
has to put in the effort himself to get what
he wants. Paperback, 5"x8", 56 pages.
TDB4217.................................Book, $6.95

LA COPINE
Erik and his two
best buddies,
Steve and
Emily, are in
high school
now. When
Emily starts to
spend time with
other people
(guys in particu-
lar), Erik dis-

covers some new feelings toward Emily,
that he doesn't know how to handle.
Steve helps Erik deal with his "more
than friends" feelings for Emily.
Paperback, 5"x8", 60 pages.
TDB4216..............................Book, $6.95

PRACTICE MAKES
PERFECT: FRENCH
READING AND
COMPREHENSION
Using authentic texts
from French-speaking 
cultures, Practice
Makes Perfect: French
Reading and
Comprehension
enables you to enhance
your vocabulary with

new terms and expressions. Each unit features
authentic French-language material--newspaper
and magazine articles, websites, and more--giving
you a real taste of how the language is used, as
well as insights into the Francophone culture.
Word lists and grammar sections specific to the
readings support your learning along the way.
Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 280 pages.
98907.................................................Book, $15.95

EASY 
FRENCH
READER
(B)
The adven-
tures of two
friends, an
American
and a
Parisian, 
as they
learn about

their respective cultures. This is fol-
lowed by readings on the history of
France. The final section features four
abridged short stories by famous
French authors. Paperback, 6"x9", 
224 pages.
50179...............................Book, $13.95
03423.......Book/CD-ROM w/ MP 3's,

$20.95

21 MINI-CONTES
Twenty-one short, short 
stories in the present tense
engage teen readers with
one-page topical tales!
Thorough (written and oral)
discussion questions follow
each chapter and ensure a
beginning student's com-
plete understanding of the
story and dialogue.
Paperback, 5"x7", 57 pages.

TDB3993.....................................................Book, $9.99

MIGHTY MINI-PLAYS FOR
THE FRENCH CLASSROOM (I)
A collection of 12 humorous, original short plays
designed for middle and high school intermediate
French students. These are original plays with 
unexpected, irreverent twists on everyday situa-
tions. Scripts use vocabulary and structures based
on basic first year curriculum. Performance times
are approximately 15 minutes. Features roles for 3-
8 students per play, including stage directions and
production ideas. All plays offer suggested varia-
tions and require minimal sets, props and costumes.

DOL8052 ......................................................................................Book, $21.95

JEAN-PAUL
ET SES
BONNES
IDEES
Jean-Paul is 
an eleven-year-
old boy who
lives in Paris.
His best friend
is Pascale.
Poor Jean-Paul
has one big

problem. He does not like school. He
does not like to study. He does not like
to do homework. Besides, his teachers
are really strange. Fortunately, Jean-Paul
has a lot of good ideas. He thinks of
many fun and exciting things to do
rather than going to school. Paperback,
5"x7", 44 pages.
CPL981…............................Book, $6.95



ISABELLE CAPTURE UN
SINGE HURLEUR (B)
Isabelle Huffman is a preco-
cious 9½-year-old girl who
finds herself tangled up in
trouble again while visiting
French Guiana with her moth-
er. “I don’t cause problems!”
Isabelle insists. “Problems find
me.” Isabelle and her friend
Daniel devise a plan to capture
and train a howler monkey.

When their antics cause a baby monkey to shock himself
on an electrical wire and fall from a tree, Isabelle and
Daniel are in a race against the clock to try to save his
life before it’s too late. Paperback, 5"x7", 66 pages.
CPL739 .........................................................Book, $7.95

OÙ EST PASSÉ MARTIN? (B)
The mother of Catherine, a 16-year-old girl
from Louisville, Kentucky, has promised a
friend that Catherine will accompany the
friend's 7-year-old son Martin to Guadeloupe 
to visit his grandparents. As soon as Catherine
and Martin are seated on the plane, the prob-
lems start. When they arrive in Guadeloupe,
one crisis follows another. Finally... Paperback,
5"x7", 72 pages.
CPL438 ..........................................Book, $6.95
CPL394 ................Audio Reading/CD, $19.95

CAR503 ...............................................................Teacher's Guide, $11.95
CAR503CD.............................................Teacher's Guide on CD, $11.95
CAR503DL .............................................................Donload (PDF), $9.95

LA STATUE (B)
When Adelaide's dad returns from a trio at Port-
au-Prince, he brings a special gift. It isn't the
gift they all expected because the gift has mys-
tical powers that haunt the family. Find out
what Adelaide can do to escape the powers of
the statue and rescue her family from its Terror!
Paperback, 5"x7", 62 pages.
CPL278 ..........................................Book, $6.95

JEAN-PAUL ET SES BONS AMIS
Having good friends is important to everyone.
For Jean-Paul, having good friends is a recipe
for disaster. What will Jean-Paul and his good
friends do to become famous on YouTube?
Paperback, 5"x7", 60 pages.
CPL851.........................................Book, $6.95

CARL NE VEUT PAS
ALLER EN FRANCE (B)
Carl is a 9-year-old boy and he
is not happy. His mother wants
to live in France. Carl does not
want to go to France. The idea
is absurd! He doesn’t speak a
single word of French. When
he arrives, he doesn’t like
French food. He doesn’t have
any friends. He is desperately
unhappy. But when he finds

starving, stray dogs in the side streets in Paris, he discov-
ers that he is not the only one who is miserable. Will
Carl get to the dogs in time or is it already too late?
Paperback, 5"x7", 60 pages.
CPL292..........................................................Book, $7.95

LES AVENTURES 
D'ISABELLE (B)  
Les Aventures d'Isabelle is a
Fluency Fast novella for true
beginners. It uses a vocabulary
of only 230 words to tell a
2300-word story. It is repetitive
and simple and uses many cog-
nates to make the book com-
prehensible to beginning adults
and children. Isabelle is a 8
1/2-year-old girl who can’t

seem to keep herself out of trouble on a visit to Paris
with her mother. Paperback, 5"x7", 50 pages.
CPL746 ..................................................…..Book, $7.95
CPL791 ...............................Audio Reading/CD, $14.95
CAR2758 .................................Teacher's Guide, $11.95
CAR2758CD ...............Teacher's Guide on CD, $11.95
CAR2758DL ............................Download (PDF), $9.95

FAMA VA EN CALIFORNIE (B)
Fama is a 15-year-old girl from Guatemala. 
She goes to California as an exchange student.
She lives with a caring American family but
encounters prejudice at school, especially from
a girl named Debbie. By chance Patricia finds
Debbie in a dangerous situation. She acts
quickly and decisively to rescue her. The two
girls become fast friends, and eventually
Debbie goes to Guatemala to visit Patricia and
her family. Paperback, 5"x7", 60 pages.
CPL638 ........................................Book, $6.95

CPL550 .......................................................Audio Reading/CD, $19.95
CAR733 .............................................................Teacher's Guide, $11.95
CAR733CD ..........................................Teacher's Guide on CD, $11.95
CAR733DL .......................................................Download (PDF), $9.95
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PRESQUE MORT (B)
An engaging story about
an American girl who
goes to high school in
Brittany and meets two
French boys, a nice one
and a mean one. Can the
mean one change?
Contains eight short
chapters and can be read
without difficulty by 1st
and 2nd year students.

Paperback, 5"x7", 48 pages.
CPL285 ...............................................Book, $6.95
CPL387......................Audio Reading/CD, $19.95
CAR729 ..........................Teacher's Guide, $11.95
CAR729CD .......Teacher's Guide on CD, $11.95
CAR729DL ....................Download (PDF), $9.95

PAUVRE ANNE (B)
The easiest novel that exists in French–for first year 
students. Ana is a 16-year-old girl from a town in New
York state who leads a tough life. Her mother is always
on her. Her family doesn’t have much money, but her
best friends’ families are rich. She’s extremely jealous 
of them. When she gets an opportunity to go to Belgium,
she goes to a small city where she lives with a very nice
family that is poorer than her own family. Her view of
her life changes radically. When she gets back home,
she sees everything in a different light. Paperback,
5"x7", 36 pages.

CPL546 ..................................................................................................Book, $6.95
CPL339 ...............................................................................................DVD, $19.95
CPL666 ....................................................................... Audio Reading/CD, $19.95
CAR726 ............................................................................Teacher's Guide, $11.95
CAR726CD ..........................................................Teacher's Guide on CD, $11.95
CAR726DL .......................................................................Download (PDF), $9.95

LE VOYAGE DE SA VIE
(B)
Sixteen-year-old Jean-Luc
Bartolin of Denver, Colorado,
goes to Switzerland with his
family. He is the only witness 
to the theft of an object of
great monetary, cultural and
personal value. The thief tries
to kill him, but... Paperback,
5"x7", 60 pages.
CPL585 ..............Book, $6.95

CPL098 .............................Audio Reading/CD, $19.95
CAR774 .................................Teacher's  Guide, $11.95
CAR774CD ..............Teacher's  Guide on CD, $11.95
CAR774DL ............................Download (PDF), $9.95

LE VOYAGE PERDU (B)
Craig and Buzz go on a Caribbean cruise. While in
Martinique, they miss the boat to the next island.
Then all their money is stolen and they are unable
to reach their families in Ohio for help. On the
cruiser they had met the gorgeous Martinican Rose,
who takes them to meet her grandmother. It turns
out she is not your typical grandmother. As they
struggle with their dilemma, Le Voyage Perdu
brings various aspects of the culture of Martinique
to life. Vocabulary has been carefully chosen so
secondand third-year students will be able to read

the book without difficulty. Paperback, 5"x7", 66 pages.
CPL998 ...........................................................................................Book, $6.95
CPL363..................................................................Audio Reading/CD, $19.95
CAR775 .....................................................................Teacher's Guide, $11.95
CAR775CD .................................................. Teacher's Guide on CD, $11.95
CAR775DL ...............................................................Download (PDF), $9.95

VIVE LE TAUREAU! (B)
An American teenage girl
goes to Arles to live with 
a French family and go to
high school. The family takes
her to her first bullfight. She
is horrified when the bull is
killed. Later, on a date, with
great misgivings she goes to
another bullfight, and some-
thing extraordinary happens.
Paperback, 5"x7", 72 pages.

CPL711 ........................................................Book, $6.95
CPL371...............................Audio Reading/CD, $19.95
CAR750 ...................................Teacher's Guide, $11.95
CAR750CD ...............Teacher's Guide on CD,  $11.95
CAR750DL .............................Download (PDF), $9.95

MA VOITURE, À MOI (I)
Seventeen-year-old Ben Sullivan, from San Jose
California, was determined to have his own car. He
thought his parents were going to give him one for
his birthday, but they had a surprise for him. Part of
the present was a trip to Haiti, a country Ben wasn't
interested in at all. Ben wanted to spend the summer
with his friends, his girlfriend and his video games.
Instead, resigned to his fate, he left to spend the
summer in Haiti. While there he had a variety of
experiences in a culture different from his own. Ben
came to understand life quite differently. When he
got home... Softcover, 5"x7", 70 pages.

CPL056 ............................................................................................Book, $6.95
CPL101 ..................................................................Audio Reading/CD, $19.95
CAR703 ......................................................................Teacher's Guide, $11.95
CAR703CD ....................................................Teacher's Guide on CD, $11.95
CAR703DL .................................................................Download (PDF), $9.95
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A1-LEVEL BOOK
DIS7706.......La Belle et la Bête (Bk/Free Online Audio)

32 pages......$10.95

A2-LEVEL BOOKS
DIS1023 ......Je T’aime Paris! (Bk/Free Online Audio)

64 pages......$11.95
DIS7799 ......Les Trois Mousquetaires (Bk/Audio CD)

80 pages......$11.95
DIS5947 ......Cyrano De Bergerac (Bk/Audio CD)

128 pages.....$14.95

B1-LEVEL BOOKS
DIS7843 ....Le Fantome de L’Opera (Bk/Multi-Rom)

80 pages......$11.95
DIS5559 ....Le Comte de Monte-Cristo (Bk/Free Online Audio CD)

144 pages....$14.95

B2-LEVEL BOOKS
DIS0330 ....Notre-Dame de Paris (Bk/Audio CD)

128 pages....$14.95
DIS7997 ....Les Miserables (Bk/Audio CD)

144 pages....$14.95
DIS6631 ....Madame Bovary (Bk/Audio CD)

128 pages.... $14.95

NEW FRENCH READERS
All Books: Paperback, 6"x8". 
A1-level books contain 300 words.
A2-level–800 words. 
B1-level–1,000 words.
B2-level–1,800 words

DON QUICHOTTE, LE
DERNIER CHEVALIER (B-I)
Don Quichotte, le dernier chevalier
is a novel for intermediate and
advanced beginners in the Fluency 
Fast series of readers. It uses a
vocabulary of fewer than 200 dif-
ferent French words to tell a 1,400-
word story in the present tense and
the same story also in the past
tense. The story is based on Miguel
de Cervantes’ "The Ingenious

Gentleman Don Quixote of La Mancha", published in the 17th
century. Many consider it to be the best book of fiction ever
written. Paperback, 5"x7", 64 pages.
CPL179 ..................................................................Book, $7.95
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CID6409 .....80 .......Le Sabre de Napoléon
CID5167 .....96 .......Selma Se Connecte
CID7261 .....80 .......Une star en danger
CID5908 .....64 .......Des Traces dans la Neige
CID8992 .....80 .......Tristan et Iseut
CID0285 .....80 .......Vol dans le Vieux -Lyon
CID0767 .....112 .....Qui file Cécile
CID0827 .....80 .......Gargantua et Pantagru
CID7284 .....80 .......Plus Jamais Ca

Level 3

CID7246 .....96 .......Candide
CID5556 .....96 .......Germinal
CID7253 .....160 .....Le comte de Monte-Cristo
CID9708 .....96 .......Enquête à Saint -Malo
CID9685 .....128 .....Perceval
CID3546 .....96 .......Carmen -De la nouvelle au livret
CID3361 .....128 .....La Fantôme de l'Opéra
CID1191 .....128 .....La Fugue de Bach
CID6379 .....112 .....Notre-Dame de Paris
CID9050 .....128 .....Les Trois Mousquetaires
CID7260 .....112 .....Le Tour du monde en 80 jours
CID9111 .....144 .....Les Misérables
CID5174 .....112.......Le Rouge et le Noir

Level 4.

CID7599 .....112 .....Double assassinat dans 
La Rue Morgue et La lettre volée

CID0668 .....128 .....Le Mystère de la Chambre Jaune
CID0841 .....96 .......Le Secret du Vieil Orme
CID1312 .....96 .......Vengeance a la Reunion

LIRE ET S'ENTRAÎNER
A series of graded readers that aim at increasing
learners' linguistic competence through extensive
reading practice. Stories are either original or retold
classics. The series is graded according to the 
linguistic standards set for each level. Each reader
contains activities and illustrations that help
students check and understand the story. Activities
focus on basic grammar structures, as well as 
written and oral exercises. Each book is paperback,
5-1/2"x8", with an audio CD included.
Each book is $18.95.

Item        # Pages    Title
Level 1

CID5181 .....80 .......La Belle et la Bête
CID7612 .....80 .......Éric a disparu
CID7971 .....80 .......Jamais de jasmin
CID0996 .....96 .......Lancelot
CID0261 .....64 .......Lettres de mon moulin
CID0620 .....80 .......La momie du Louvre
CID7247 .....80 .......La Pierre du Grand Nord
CID8169 .....64 .......Zorro!
CID5083 .....80 .......Énigme en Périgord
CID4253 .....80 .......Mystères au Grand Hôtel
CID1313 .....96 .......La Tulipe Noire
CID7277 .....80 .......Fables de la Fontaine

Level 2

CID6416 .....96 .......Au Revoir Les Enfants
CID5549 .....96 .......L’Avare et Autres Piéces
CID4221 .....64 .......A La Recherche de Tibou
CID4245 .....96 .......Apparition et Autres Comtes Maupassant
CID4238 .....96 .......Aventure dans Les Pyrenees
CID0644 .....96 .......Un billet pour le commissaire
CID6386 .....64 .......Deux ans de vacances
CID1429 .....96 .......Du lait au fiel
CID9098 .....80 .......Jeanne d'Arc
CID3799 .....80 .......Marine a un secret
CID3347 .....80 .......Mystere a Nice
CID4214 .....96 .......Paris est en Danger
CID6393 .....96 .......Le Petit Prince
CID6011 .....96 .......Poursuite dans Paris
CID2166 .....80 .......La Recette Secrète
CID7896 .....80 .......Le Roi Arthur et les chevaliers de la Table Ronde
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LE PETIT PRINCE (B)
Saint-Exupéry. One of the most
beloved stories of all time, the
tale of "The Little Prince"
delights all students of French,
regardless of age or ability.
Enchanting illustrations.
Paperback, 5"x8", 88 pages.
PHBJ-1 ..............Book, $11.95

LE PETIT PRINCE – 
COMPLETE TEACHER'S
GUIDE 
Everyone loves "Le Petit
Prince," but why spend hours
creating materials when other
teachers have done it for you?
This teacher aid includes 
vocabulary for each chapter,
questions on the reading and
tests on the material in the
book. Use the guide to supple-

ment your lessons or as a start for the new teacher.
TL37..................................Reproducible Masters, $10.95
TL37CD .................Reproducible Masters on CD, $9.95
TL37DL......................................Download (PDF), $7.95

LE PETIT PRINCE
This 600 word reader is divided into
chapters with a glossary at the bottom
of the page. Each chapter has pre- and
post reading activities. Final activities
provide a review of the entire work.
There is also an Audio CD containing
the narration of the text read by a 
professional native speaker. Paperback,
6"x8", 64 pages.
DIS0132....................Book/CD, $12.95

LE PETIT PRINCE 
STUDENT WORK SHEETS
These worksheets coordinate with Le
Petit Prince Complete Teacher's Guide
(TL37). This format provides space 
for students to write definitions for the
vocabulary words and enter answers
to the comprehension questions on
each chapter.
TL54 .............Reproducible Masters, 

$10.95
TL54CD ........ Reproducible Masters 

on CD, $9.95
TL54DL..................................................Download (PDF), $7.95

Films for the French class-spoken in FRENCH
with optional English subtitles

AMOUR
(2012) 
127 min.,
Haneke,
PG-13.
Georges
and Anne
have known
a lifetime
of love
within their
intimate

marriage. Though their bond has sur-
vived time's test, it's about to meet its
greatest challenge. Acclaimed director
Michael Haneke brings a performance
tour-de-force to the screen in a film
that exalts the beautiful, compassion-
ate and courageous within us all. 
F394 ...............................DVD, $19.95

AU
REVOIR
LES
ENFANTS
(1987) 
104 min.,
Malle, PG.
Louis Malle
returns to
the German
occupation
during

World War II to recount the story of the
friendship between two schoolboys, one
Jewish and the other Catholic.
F242 .................................DVD, $29.95
TL336 ................ Study Guide,  $10.95
TL336CD ...........Study Guide on CD, 

$9.95
TL336DL ......Download (PDF), $7.95

BACK TO 
BURGUNDY
(2016) 113 min. 
Three siblings
reunite to save the
family vineyard 
in picturesque
Burgundy in this
tender tale of a new
generation finding
its own unique vin-
tage. When Jean, the

black sheep of the family, unexpectedly returns
from abroad to visit his ailing father, he recon-
nects with his strong-willed sister, Juliette, now
running the family wine business, and youngest
brother Jeremie who recently married into a
prestigious local wine family. (Not rated, but
if rated would be PG-13 for adult language
and brief sexuality.) 
F446 .............................................DVD, $29.95
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BEAUTY AND THE BEAST
(1946) 93 min., 
Jean Cocteau, B&W.
Fairy tale of Beauty's father 
sentenced to die by the beast
until she switches places with 
him and eventually falls in love
with the beast herself.
F105 ...................DVD, $39.95
TL176 ....Study Guide, $10.95
TL176CD ...........Study Guide

on CD, $9.95
TL176DL ...Download (PDF), 

$7.95

BEAUTY 
AND THE BEAST
(2017) 129 min., PG. 
The story and characters
you love come to life in
the live-action adaptation
of Disney’s animated
classic, a cinematic event
celebrating one of the
most beloved tales ever
told. 
SC293….....Live Action

DVD, $19.95

A BAG OF MARBLES
(2017) 108 min. 
The true story of two young Jewish
brothers in German occupied France
who, with a mind-boggling mix of
mischievousness, courage and inge-
nuity, will be forced to fend for them-
selves in order to survive the enemy
invasion and try bring their family
back together. (Not rated, but if
rated would be PG-13 for occasion-
al adult language & brief violence.)
F449 .............................DVD, $29.95

LA BELLE ET LA BETE
(2014) 112 min. 
Newly released in 2014 in
France, this is a beautiful
retelling of the classic story.
An unexpected romance
blooms after the youngest
daughter of a merchant who
has fallen on hard times
offers herself to the mysteri-
ous beast to which her father
has become indebted.
F425...............DVD, $34.95

THE BUTTERFLY
(2004) 80 min., Serrault.
Michel Serrault is Julien, 
an ornery butterfly collector.
When eight-year-old Elsa
and her oftenabsent mother
move next door, the Elsa
adopts a reluctant Julien as
her surrogate grandpa. When
he leaves for the Alps to
find an exotic butterfly, he
discovers an uninvited com-
panion – Elsa!
F258 ..............DVD, $29.95
TL436 ..........Study Guide, 

$10.95
TL436CD ......Study Guide 

on CD, $9.95
TL436DL ..........Download 

(PDF), $7.95

A CAT 
IN PARIS
(2012) 
70 min.,
Animated,
PG.  
The
Academy
Award-
nominated 

A CAT IN PARIS is a beautifully
hand-drawn caper set in the shadow-
drenched alleyways of Paris. Dino is
a cat that leads a double life. By day
he lives with Zoe, a little girl whose
mother is a detective in the Parisian
police force. But at night Dino sneaks
out the window to work with Nico a
slinky cat burglar with a big heart.
Voices include Marcia Gay Harden,
Anjelica Huston and Matthew
Modine.
F381 .............................DVD, $29.95
TL462 ..............Study Guide, $10.95
TL462CD ........Study Guide on CD, 

$9.95
TL462DL ...Download (PDF), $7.95

CALM AT SEA
(2011) 96 min. 
In October of 1941, two Nazi
officers are gunned down in
Nantes by members of the
French Resistance, the first
instance of German blood to be
shed in this region. In retalia-
tion, Hitler orders 100
Frenchmen to be shot. Instead
of innocent civilians, it was
later arranged that 100 political
prisoners would die, selected by
the district administrator from a
camp in Brittany where Guy
Môquet and others like him are
incarcerated. (Not rated, but if
rated would be PG-13 for
some violence.) 
F450 ....................DVD, $24.95

LE CHEF
(2014) 84 min., PG-13.
A veteran chef faces off
against his restaurant
group’s new CEO, who
wants the establishment
to lose a star from its 
rating in order to bring
in a younger chef who
specializes in molecular
gastronomy.
F410.........DVD, $24.95
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THE CLASS
(2008) 
130 min., 
Bégaudeau, 
PG-13.
This movie 
is based on a 
popular French
book by the 
star of the film,
François
Bégaudeau. At

a tough inner-city middle school in Paris,
Bégaudeau challenges his students over
issues both academic and personal, with
each side getting an education they'll 
never forget.
F320 ..................................... DVD, $19.95
TL430 .......................Study Guide, $10.95
TL430CD.........Study Guide on CD, $9.95
TL430DL ...........Download (PDF), $7.95

THE 
CHORUS
(2004) 
95 min.,
Barratier, 
PG-13.
When an
orchestra
conductor
goes home
to bury his
mother, his

thoughts drift to his childhood music
teacher. Although his boarding school
experience was drab and often cruel, he
found a ray of light in music lessons.
F223 ................................DVD, $14.95
TL306 .................Study Guide, $10.95
TL306CD ............Study Guide on CD, 

$9.95
TL306DL .....Download (PDF), $7.95

FACES PLACES
(2017) 89 min.,
Varda, PG. 
Agnés Varda, one of the
leading lights of France's
honored New Wave cinema
era, and professional pho-
tographer and muralist,
J.R., partake on a special
art project. Together they
travel around France in a
special box truck equipped
as a portable photo booth
and travelling printing
facility as they take photo-
graphs of people around the
country. With that inspira-
tion, they also create spe-
cial colossal mural pictures
of individuals, communities
and places they want to
honor and celebrate.
F443..............DVD, $24.95

FOOD BEWARE, 
THE FRENCH 
ORGANIC 
REVOLUTION
(2008) 112 min.
This film begins with a
visit to a French village
where the mayor decides
to make the school lunch
menu organic and locally
grown. It then talks to a
variety of people with
differing perspectives to
find common ground –
children, parents, teach-
ers, health care workers,
farmers, elected officials,
scientists, researchers
and victims of 
illnesses themselves.
F327 .........DVD, $24.95

A FRENCH VILLAGE
The blockbuster French drama, A
French Village (Un Village Francais),
starring Audrey Fleurot and Thierry
Godard (Spiral) chronicles the impact
of World War II on a small village 
in central France. The German occu-
pation changes the life of the village 
of Villeneuve forever, and as its 
residents come under the pressures 
of war, they make choices that are
inspiring and heartbreaking. In this

gripping drama, ordinary citizens become patriots, traitors, Nazi
employees or activists. Beginning with the Germans' arrival in
June 1940, they endure five years of rationing, fighting and
betrayals, and strain to keep some semblance of their existence
intact. The war shatters all their lives, but a few of them, even in
the shadow of destruction, reach out to find fleeting moments of
connection and love. (Episodes vary from PG-13 to R, 
depending on language and sexuality.) 
F430........Season 1, 12 Episodes; 600 min., 4-DVD Set, $39.95

F431........Season 2, 12 Episodes; 584 min., 4-DVD Set, $39.95

F432........Season 3, 12 Episodes; 587 min., 4-DVD Set, $39.95

F433........Season 4, 12 Episodes; 617 min., 4-DVD Set, $39.95

F434........Season 5, 12 Episodes; 621 min., 4-DVD Set, $39.95

F435..........Season 6, 6 Episodes; 350 min., 3-DVD Set, $39.95

F436.......................................All 6 Seasons Special Set, $225.00

ERNEST &
CELESTINE
(2012) 
80 min.,
Animated, PG. 
Deep below
snowy, cobble-
stone streets,
tuck-ed away 
in networks 
of winding 
tunnels, lives 

a tiny mouse named Celestine. Unlike her
fellow mice, Celestine is an artist and a
dreamer, and has a hard time fitting in.
When she nearly ends up as breakfast for 
a grumpy bear named Ernest, the two
become fast friends and embark on an
adventure that will put a smile on your
face and make your heart glow.
F405.......................................DVD, $29.95
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THE 
GROCER'S
SON
(2007) 96 min.,
Guirado. 
It is summer,
and thirty-year-
old Antoine is
forced to leave
the city to
return to his
family in

Provençe. His father is sick, so he must
assume the lifestyle he thought he had shed
driving the family grocery cart from hamlet
to hamlet, delivering supplies to the few
remaining inhabitants. Accomp-anied by
Claire, a friend from Paris whom he has a
secret crush on, Antoine gradually warms
up to his experience in the country and his
encounters with the villagers, who initially
seem stubborn and gruff, but ultimately
prove to be funny and endearing. 
F315 ......................................DVD, $24.95

INTOUCHABLES
(2011) 112 min., R.
A rich quadriplegic, living in 
a mansion in Paris, requires 
a live-in caretaker. A young
offender turns up for an inter-
view, but he is not really look-
ing to get the job. However, to
his surprise, he is hired. The
two men develop a close friend-
ship. Sometimes you have to
reach into someone else's
world to find out what's miss-
ing in your own. (Rated R for
language and some drug use.)
F385 ................. DVD, $19.95
TL459 ...Study Guide, $10.95
TL459 CD.........Study Guide

on CD, $9.95
TL459DL...............Download

(PDF), $7.95

LE HAVRE
(2011) 
93 min.,
Kaurismaki.

In this warmhearted comic yarn fate
throws the young African refugee
Idrissa into the path of Marcel Marx, a
kindly bohemian who shines shoes for
a living, in the French harbor city Le
Havre. With inborn optimism and the
support of most of his tight-knit com-
munity, Marcel stands up to the offi-
cials doggedly pursuing the boy for
deportation. (Not rated, but if rated,
would be PG-13)
F379 ...........................................$29.95

HIPPOCRATES-DIARY OF A FRENCH 
DOCTOR
(2014) 101 min. 
A charming counterpoint to shows like Grey's
Anatomy and House, HIPPOCRATES:
DIARY OF A FRENCH DOCTOR is framed
as a rite of passage set against a social back-
drop and offers an ultra-realistic vision of the
French public medical system. (Not rated,
but if rated would be PG-13 for occasional
adult language and themes.) 
F454...........................................DVD, $24.95

KIRIKOU AND 
THE SORCERESS
(1998) 74 min., 
Ocelot Animated.
Based on West African 
folklore, it is the story of
a remarkable baby boy,
born with the ability to
speak, amazing intelli-
gence, resourcefulness,
and incredible physical
abilities. His gifts come
in handy when he tries to
undo the curses the sor-
ceress Karaba has placed
on his village.
F252 .........DVD, $24.95

JOYEUX NOEL 
(2006) 116 min., PG-13.
Christmas Eve, 1914. On
a World War I battlefield,
a momentous event
changed the lives of 
soldiers from France,
Germany and England.
Based on a true story,
enemies leave their
weapons behind for one
night as they band
together in brotherhood
and forget about the war.
F266 .........DVD, $19.95
TL372 ......Study Guide, 

$10.95
TL372CD.............Study 

Guide on CD, $9.95
TL372DL .....Download 

(PDF), $7.95

JEAN DE 
FLORETTE/
MANON OF 
THE SPRING
(1986) 
120 min. &  
113 min., 
Berri, PG.
Jean de Florette
is set  in a rural
village. An old
man and his

only relative cast covetous eyes on an
adjoining vacant property. They need its
spring water for their flowers, so are dis-
mayed when the man who inherited it is
moving in. In Manon of the Spring, the
sequel to Jean de Florette, Manon has
grown into a beautiful young shepherdess
living in the idyllic Provençal countryside.
She determines to take revenge upon the
men responsible for the death of her father
in the first film. (Limited Quantities.)
F275 .......................................DVD, $19.95
TL162........Jean de Florette Study Guide, 

$10.95
TL162CD...............Jean de Florette Study

Guide on CD, $9.95
TL162DL.............Download (PDF), $7.95
TL166...........Manon/Spring Study Guide,

$10.95
TL166CD.................Manon/Spring  Study

Guide on CD, $9.95
TL166DL.............Download (PDF), $7.95
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LOST IN PARIS
(2017) 84 min. 
Lost in Paris a wonderously fun
and hectic tale of peculiar people
finding love while lost in the
City of Lights. (Not rated, but if
rated would be PG-13 for brief
sexuality and adult language.)
(Limited Quantities.)
F439 ......................DVD, $32.95

MARIE'S
STORY
(2014) 95 min. 
At the turn of
the 19th  centu-
ry, a humble
artisan and his
wife send
Marie, their
deaf and blind
fourteen-year-
old daughter, to

the Larnay Institute in central France
where an order of catholic nuns manage a
school for deaf girls. There, the idealistic
Sister Margerite see in Marie a unique
potential, and vows to bring the wild
young thing out of the darkness. Based on
true events, the film recounts the coura-
geous journey of a young nun and the
lives she would change forever. 
F424......................................DVD, $24.95

THE MAD 
ADVENTURES 
OF RABBI JACOB
(1973) 95 min., G. 
In this riot of frantic
disguises and mistak-
en identities, Victor

Pivert, a blustering, bigoted French factory
owner, finds himself taken hosted by Slimane, 
an Arab rebel leader. The two dress up as rabbis
as they try to elude not only assassins from
Slimane's country, but also the police, who think
Pivert is a murderer. Pivert ends up posing as
Rabbi Jacob, a beloved figure who's returned to
France for his first visit after 10 years in the
United States. 
F456...............................................DVD, $24.95

MOLIERE 
(2007) 121 min.,
Tirard, PG-13.
Bubbling with wit, 
stellar performances and
lavish cinematography,
this is the story of a
down-and-out actor/
playwright up to his 
ears in debt. When the
wealthy Jourdain offers
to cover the debt so
Molière's theatrical 
talents might help
Jourdain win the heart
of a certain widowed
marquise,hilarity ensues.
F292 ........DVD, $19.95

THE MIDWIFE
(2017) 117 min., Deneuve. 
Two of French cinema's
biggest stars shine in this 
bittersweet drama about the
unlikely friendship that devel-
ops between Claire (Catherine
Frot), a talented but tightly
wound midwife, and Béatrice
(Catherine Deneuve), the
estranged, free-spirited mistress
of Claire's late father. Though
polar opposites in almost every
way, the two come to rely on
each other as they cope with
the unusual circumstance that
brought them together in this
sharp character study. (Not
rated, but if rated would be 
PG-13.)
F440....................DVD, $29.95

MONSIEUR IBRAHIM
(2003) 94 min., Sharif, R. 
Omar Sharif breaks his
self-imposed exile from
acting to star as an elderly
Muslim widower who
develops a friendship with
a young Jewish teenager.
Set among the crowded,
working-class backstreets
of Paris in the early 1960s,
this coming-of-age tale fol-
lows the development of
their warm relationship.
F225.............DVD, $24.95
TL316 .........Study Guide, 

$10.95
TL316CD ................Study 

Guide on CD, $9.95
TL316DL .........Download

(PDF), $7.95

MEMOIR OF WAR
(2018) 126 min. 
Paris, 1944, Marguerite
is a writer and member
of the Resistance living
under Nazi occupation.
When her husband
Robert is arrested by the
Gestapo and deported to
Dachau, Marguerite
enters into a volatile cat-
and-mouse relationship
with Rabier, a policeman
and Nazi collaborator, to
learn news about Robert.
(Not rated, but if rated
would be PG.) 
F453..........DVD, $29.95
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A 
MONSTER
IN PARIS
(2011) 90
min.,
Animated,
PG.

Paris, 1910. Emile, a shy movie projec-
tionist, and Raoul, a colorful inventor,
find themselves embarked on the hunt
for a monster terrorizing citizens. They
join forces with Lucille, the big-hearted
star of the Rare Bird cabaret, an eccen-
tric scientist and his irascible monkey to
save the monster, who turns out to be 
an over-sized but harmless flea, from the
city's ruthlessly ambitious police chief.
F428...................................DVD, $34.95

NUMBER ONE
FAN
(2014) 105 min.
NUMBER ONE
FAN, tells the
story of Muriel, a
beautician who,
for the past two
decades, has been
French crooner
Vincent Lacroix’s
number one fan.

Muriel spends most of her free time keeping
up with his new songs and going to his per-
formances. She also is a big talker who lies
compulsively. One night, Muriel opens her
door to find Vincent – her idol – standing on
her doorstep. His arrival turns Muriel’s life
upside down as she embarks on a journey
that even she could not have invented. (Not
rated, but if rated would be PG-13 for
occasional adult language.) 
F447...........................................DVD, $24.95

LE PETIT NICOLAS
(2009) 88 min., 
Goscinny/Sempé.
Nicolas leads a peaceful existence.
His parents love him, he's got
friends with whom he has a lot of
fun, and he has no desire that any-
thing should change ... One day,
he overhears a conversation
between his parents that leads him
to believe his mother is pregnant.
He imagines the worst: soon a lit-
tle brother will take up so much
space that his parents won't have
time to take care of him.
F338 ........................DVD, $24.95
TL438......... Study Guide, $10.95
TL438CD ...Study Guide on CD, 

$9.95
TL438DL ........Download (PDF),

$7.95

LES VACANCES DU
PETIT NICOLAS
(2014) 97 min. 
It's the end of the 
student year and the
long-awaited holidays
have finally arrived.
Nicholas, his parents
and Granny hit the
road, heading for 
the sea, and move into
the Beau-Rivage Hotel
- the perfect setting for
countless adventures
and a holiday Nicholas
will never forget. (Not
rated, but if rated
would be G.) 
F418........DVD, $24.95

THE PAINTING
(2011) 78 min., Animated. 
In this delightful parable, a
kingdom is divided into 
the three castes: the impec-
cably painted Alldunns, the
Halfies, and the barely out-
lined Sketchies, who are
treated as outcasts. Chastised
for her forbidden loveof the
dashing Ramo, Claire runs
away into the cursed forest.
Ramo and her best friend
Lola journey after her, cross-
ing over the boundaries of
the forest only to arrive at
the very edge of the painting
- where they tumble through
the canvas and into the
Painter's studio. (Not rated,
but if rated would be PG.) 
F417................DVD, $29.95

MONSIEUR
LAZHAR
(2011) 95 min,. 
Falardeau,
PG-13. 
While going
through his
own personal
tragedy, Bachir
Lazhar, a 55-
year-old
Algerian immi-

grant, is hired as a substitute in an elemen-
tary school after the abrupt death of a
teacher. With great sensitivity and humour,
Monsieur Lazhar depicts the encounter of
two distant  worlds: that of an immigrant
and a group of shaken but endearing kids
who, together, will transcend their losses. 
F374 .....................................DVD, $14.95
TL456 ......................Study Guide, $10.95
TL456CD......Study Guide on CD, $9.95
TL456DL...........Download (PDF), $7.95

LE PETIT PRINCE
(2015) 106 min., 
Cotillard, Animated, G. 
Here is the first-ever 
animated feature film adap-
tation of Antoine de Saint-
Exupery’s iconic master-
piece. This is the story of a
story. At the heart of it all, 
a young girl living in a
grown-up world, a kind-
hearted aviator who’s just
not cut out for this world
and a little prince whose
wisdom extends well
beyond his years (and his
planet). (Spoken in French
with English or French
subtitles.) 
F426................DVD, $34.95
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LA RAFLE
(2010) 
125 min., 
Melanie
Laurent. 
In history's
biggest
round-up,
13,000 Jews
are crammed
into the
Winter

Velodrome in Paris, where their fate is
decided. Five days without water, food
or healthcare. The Round-Up follows
the real-life destinies of the victims and
their persecutors. Every event, even the
most extreme, transpired that summer
of 1942. (Not rated, but would be 
PG-13 if rated.) 
F376 .................................DVD, $29.95

THE RED
BALLOON 
(1956) 
50 min.
Newly
restored
and avail-
able for the
first time
on DVD,
Albert
Lamorisse's

exquisite "The Red Balloon" remains
one of the most beloved children's
films of all time. In this deceptively
simple, nearly wordless tale, a young
boy discovers a stray balloon, which
seems to have a mind of its own, on
the streets of Paris.
F293 ...............................DVD, $14.95

THE TALL BLOND
MAN WITH ONE
BLACK SHOE
(1974) 90 min., PG. 
A frothy French farce,
this movie is a classic,
madcap comedy send-
up about espionage, 
surveillance and mistak-
en identity. When
François, an unsuspect-
ing violinist, is misiden-
tified as a superstar by
national intelligence,
outrageous antics ensue.
F420.........DVD, $24.95

SOUVENIR 
(2016) 90 min., Huppert. 
Liliane (Isabelle Huppert) lives a
modest and monotonous life. By
day, she works in a pâté factory,
and by night, she sits on the couch
and watches TV. One 
day, a new worker named Jean
(Kévin Azaïs) arrives. The two
form a platonic relationship, but
Jean grows increasingly convinced
that he recognizes Liliane from a
European singing contest he saw as
a child. Eventually, Jean convinces
Liliane to confront her past.
Souvenir is a beautiful portrayal of
a friendship between two people
from different generations, who
come together to make a life chang-
ing comeback. (Not rated, but if
rated would be PG-13 for 2 brief
sexual situations.)
F445...........................DVD, $24.95

SARAH'S KEY
(2010) 111 min., 
Kristin Scott Thomas. 
A decades-old mystery unsolved.
A courageous life unknown. Julia
Jarmond is an Ameri-can journal-
ist living in Paris with her French
husband Bertrand, assigned to
cover the anniversary of France’s
notorious 1942 Vel’ d’Hiv
Roundup of Jews in World War
II. She’s stunned to discover that
Bertrand’s family apartment was
the scene of an unspeakable inci-
dent committed during the war;
his family has been concealing a
disturbing secret; and a young
French girl Sarah holds the key
to unlock the devastating truth.
(In French with some English
and English subtitles.)
F369 ......................DVD, $14.95

A QUEST FOR
MEANING
(2015) 87 min. 
A Quest for Meaning
tells the story of an
impromptu road trip
undertaken by two
childhood friends in an
attempt to uncover the
causes of the current
world crises and discov-
er a way to bring about

change. Through the messages of activists, biolo-
gists, philosophers and guardians of the ancient 
traditions, Marc and Nathanael invite us to join
them in their questioning of the world and offer
alternatives to help build the better world of tomor-
row. (Not rated, but if rated would be G.) DVD,
spoken in French including some English and
Spanish with English subtitles. 
F452....................................................DVD, $24.95

SCHOOL OF LIFE
(2017) 116 min. 
Trapped behind the high
walls of an austere orphan-
age in suburban Paris, Paul
has only ever known one
home. His chance to dis-
cover the great wide world
comes when a bohemian
couple, Célestine and Borel
take him back to their coun-
tryside home. Initially
recalcitrant and rebellious,
Paul becomes close with
the elusive poacher- and
Borel's nemesis- Totoche.
Under the poacher's tute-
lage, Paul will learn about
life and growing up...and
also about the forest and its
secrets. (Not rated, but if
rated would be G.) 
F455..............DVD, $19.95



THIS IS OUR LAND 
(2017) 114 min. 
A fictionalized story 
of an attractive working-
class single mother in the
North of France who naively
agrees to run for mayor, rep-
resenting the Patriotic Bloc.
With the help of a charming
André Dussollier as the
town’s esteemed physician,
the Populists’ rhetoric seizes
control of the minds of the 
electorate. (Not rated, but if
rated would be PG-13 for
occasional adult language.)
F448................DVD, $24.95

TIME REGAINED 
(1999) 163 min., Deneuve. 
Raúl Ruiz's most ambitious liter-
ary adaptation and considered his
greatest cinematic achievement.
An Official Selection at both 
the Cannes and New York Film
Festivals and starring an outstand-
ing cast of international film stars,
including Catherine Deneuve,
John Malkovich, Emmanuelle
Beart, and Vincent Perez, Ruiz's
Time Regained distills all of
Marcel Proust's iconic In Search
of Lost Time into a single epic
feature. (Not rated, but if rated
would be PG-13.) 
F451.......................DVD, $24.95

UMBRELLAS OF 
CHERBOURG
(1964) 92 min., Deneuve. 
The angelically beautiful
Catherine Deneuve was
launched into stardom by this
glorious musical heart-tugger
from Jacques Demy. She plays
an umbrella-shop owner's deli-
cate daughter, glowing with
first love for a handsome
garage mechanic, played by
Nino Castelnuovo. When the
boy is shipped off to fight in
Algeria, the two lovers must
grow up quickly. (Not rated,
but if rated would be PG.).
F429 .................DVD, $29.95

TO BE AND TO HAVE
(2002) 104 min., Philibert.
Documentarian Nicholas
Philibert's intimate look at a 
one-room school in rural France
where an instructor teaches 
several grades at once with un-
paralleled devotion and sensitivi-
ty. Humorous and touching, 
shedding light on a supposedly
antiquated educational system.
F212 .....................DVD, $29.95
TL296 ......Study Guide, $10.95
TL296CD.........Study Guide on 

CD, $9.95
TL296DL .....Download (PDF), 

$7.95
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ZARAFA
(2012) 78 min.,
Animated. 
The plot of the film 
has a grandfather telling
his grand kids the story
of Maki, a young boy
who escapes from slave
traders, befriends a
giraffe (the title charac-
ter), cross the desert,
meet a pirate, and a few
other things on a trip that
takes him from Africa 
to Paris. 
F423..........DVD, $19.95

THE WELL-DIGGERS 
DAUGHTER
(2012) 107 min., Auteuil. 
Adapted from the beloved French
film and novel by Marcel Pagnol,
the movie tells the sweeping saga 
of simple father and well digger
Pascal Amoretti, who is raising a
small army of young girls in 
the Provençal country-side. But,
when his poor teenage daughter
Patricia falls in love with the rich
and dashing air force pilot Jacques
and begins an illicit affair, she puts
the family's reputation at risk. (Not
rated, but if rated would be PG-13.) 
F406...........................DVD, $29.95

LA VIE EN ROSE
(2007) 140 min., Cotillard, 
PG-13.
Edith Piaf is the subject of direc-
tor Olivier Dahan's powerful, if 
emotionally redundant, bio-graph-
ical film about the iconic French
superstar whose life, as depicted
here, seems to have been a numbing
succession of tragedies interrupted
on occasion by artistic triumph.
F280 ..................... DVD, $19.95
TL401 ...... Study Guide, $10.95
TL401CD ........Study Guide on

CD, $9.95
TL401DL ......Download (PDF),

$7.95

THE UNKNOWN GIRL
(2016) 106 min. 
One evening after work hours, Jenny, a
young doctor, allows the door buzzer at
the small clinic where she works to go
unanswered. It's only later that she
learns that the person ringing was an
unidentified African woman found
dead shortly after by the side of a road.
Consumed by the thought that she is to
blame, Jenny embarks on an obsessive
crusade to discover who the anony-
mous woman was and to see to it that
she is not forgotten. (Not rated, but if
rated would be PG-13 for occasional
brief adult language.)
F441 .............................. DVD, $24.95
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BOOK OF LIFE
SC284 .............Spanish & French Soundtrack/DVD, $19.95

COCO
SC295 .............Spanish & French Soundtrack/DVD, $26.95

FERDINAND
SC296 .............Spanish & French Soundtrack/DVD, $19.95

FROZEN
SC283 .............Spanish & French Soundtrack/DVD, $26.95

THE LITTLE MERMAID
SC300 ................Spanish and French Soundtrack/Blu-Ray/

DVD/Combo/Digital HD, $34.95

THE LORAX
SC279 .............Spanish & French Soundtrack/DVD, $14.95

MOANA
SC290 .............Spanish & French Soundtrack/DVD, $26.95

MONSTERS UNIVERSITY
FC215 ................................French Soundtrack/DVD, $19.95

THE SECRET LIFE OF PETS
SC289 .............Spanish & French Soundtrack/DVD, $19.95

THE SECRET LIFE OF PETS 2
SC301 .............Spanish & French Soundtrack/DVD, $29.95

SING
SC291 .............Spanish & French Soundtrack/DVD, $19.95

Films for the French class - 
Animated Cartoons & Family Oriented Titles Spoken in French  

LES MISERABLES
(2012) 158 min., Jackman, Crowe, Hathaway, PG-13.
Set against the backdrop of the 19th-century France, Les Misérables tells an enthralling story of
broken dreams and unrequited love, passion, sacrifice, and redemption-a timeless testament to
the survival of the human spirit. Jackman plays ex-prisoner Jean Valjean, hunted for decades by
the ruthless policeman Javert (Crowe) after he breaks parole. When Valjean agrees to care for
factory worker Fantine's (Hathaway) young daughter, Cosette, their lives change forever.
(Includes French subtitles.)
F389.............................................................................................................................DVD, $14.95

Films for the French class-spoken in ENGLISH


